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LE CHATEAU DE CHENONCEAU
The many highlights of this year's rally on the banks of the
River Cher included a walk and river trip to this exquisite
French Chateau
NEWS & VIEWS
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If you are reading this at the start of December  thank
goodness! The previous editor, Colin Bradford, did a grand
job but left me a most challenging test  could I produce
something fairly close to his excellent publication and get it
out to members by early December? Colin has made this
task so much easier for me by offering his expertise as
and when it was needed. Thanks Colin, you have reduced
the steep learning curve to a slightly gentler slope!
Much of the content of this publication is set in advance
but I have been keen to include some personal stories
from our members. Like lots of Rotarians I think the most
interesting speakers we have at our club meetings are our
own members. With the next edition, usually being much
smaller, there will be space for more personal tales  keep
them coming!
You will have seen a short survey questionnaire enclosed
with this edition. Do we need to print a copy for every
member or can we fine tune our distribution with some
members receiving hard copy and others an electronic
one. A similar survey was carried out several years ago
but before any decisions are finalised, our current
database of members' choices needs updating.
Finally can I thank everyone who submitted articles for
inclusion in this edition. Unfortunately it has not been
possible to include them all but they are now in line for
inclusion in the Summer edition.
Bruce Liddle

ICFR operates in accordance with Rotary International policy but, is not an agency of, nor controlled by, Rotary International
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A Christmas Tale to make you chuckle
All I want for Christmas…….
Picture the scene… it’s Christmas morning  the family are gathered in front of a roaring log fire... excited
grandchildren wearing their new (generously large) festive pyjamas and slippers, impatiently waiting to open
their presents (it’s amazing what fits down a chimney!); grownups in pyjamas and dressing gowns enjoying
sherry and mince pies – trying (not very successfully) to stifle their yawns!
At last it’s time for presentopening… delighted exclamations and polite thanks accompany the sound of tearing
paper – and the rapidlygrowing mountain of discarded wrappings in the middle of the room... “Look what Father
Christmas brought me!” “How does this work Dad?” “Look what I’ve got – well maybe I’ll grow into it!” “Look
what Daddy gave Mummy – never mind she can change it for a different colour etc.. etc..”
“What did you get Grannie.. that’s a lovely necklace… what’s in the big envelope? A voucher – what for? A Craft
Weekend? A Spa Day?”
Stunned silence….
“Tell us what it is?” “It’s for a weekend towing course!”
Incredulous exclamations from all and sundry…. “Why? Did you ask Grandad for it? What do you want to
tow….?”
“Well nothing really….!”
“So why did Grandad give it to you?”
“Good question! Good heavens… he wants me to learn how to tow the caravan! And I always thought it was my
role to ensure he stayed awake whilst he towed it! It never occurred to me that I should ever learn to tow it!”
Contd: a few months later…
Evesham College: one cold, dank weekend in April… nineteen, keen, new caravanowning men  plus one
reluctant Grannie – gathered together in a classroom to learn the intricacies of how caravans work – and how to
tow them backwards as well as forwards.
Then out into the bleak windy carpark to put into practise our newlylearned skills  with varying degrees of
success!
I still don’t understand how so many serious men in anoraks found it so easy
to reverse a large white caravan around so many red cones….
Mmm…. I can’t help wondering about how well any of them might fare
decorating a Christmas cake – or cooking Christmas dinner for a family of ten!
Alison Levin
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SECRETARY
Derek Rogers

Secretary
Derek
Rogers;
Treasurer Ted Walmsley) also met
as required, and I can report that
there were no issues or concerns
raised.
And finally from me, the Agenda
for the 2020 AGM (being held at
the Spring Fellowship in Frome in
May 2020) appears at the end of
this issue of N&Vs.

This edition of News and Views is
a busy one for the Secretary as
there are a number of business
items that I need to cover.
Later in the magazine you will see
a summary of the business
transacted at this year’s AGM.
Please note that the changes to
the Membership details of the
Constitution
have
been
implemented in the detail wording
– and this is now available on our
website.

This details a number of vacancies
that need to be filled in the future
Officer and Committee team as
from July 2020, and a minor
proposed
change
in
the
Constitution. Both do have the
option of postal votes to be
submitted should you not be able
to make the AGM – again, full
details and timelines are noted.
Thank you for your attention to
these matters, and your ongoing
support and help.

PRESIDENT
Geoff Bell

The changes were –
“If you joined ICFR as a Full
Member you remain as a Full
Member.”

helped us to achieve a very
respectable 67 units. Our thanks
are due to Terry & Carole Cooke,
David Pilgrim & the East Midlands
Team for organising this excellent
venue. It was a great rally at yet
another different location with so
much to see and do whilst
enjoying all the fun and fellowship.
Maddy and I have enjoyed a busy
year to date having joined 14
rallies and thoroughly enjoyed
them all. It has been truly special
to be able to spend time with you
all. We shall again round off the
year with the Barney’s Christmas
Spectacular. What about a little
snow!
2020
As we move all too swiftly towards
Christmas, the new year’s rally
programme is taking shape with
four overseas and seventeen UK
rallies listed so far. But there is
plenty of room for more so please
take a look at the website and
come forward with further offers to
fill in the gaps. We need your rally
proposals! And if you have some
new ideas, new locations or new
themes but are unsure about
taking on the role of Rally Marshal,
please let either me or our
Programme Secretary Gwyn know
and we will endeavour to find a
way forward.

and
“Full Members who are not
Rotarians shall be eligible for
Officer posts with the exception
of the President (and therefore
VP) Secretary & Treasurer.”
Should you not be able to access
the website detail, then I can
provide a copy on request.
Moving closer in time, a summary
from the Executive meeting and
the general member meeting at
the Autumn Fellowship in Ancaster
has already been circulated by
Membership Secretary Derrick.

Yes, another fabulous year for our
Fellowship with an interesting and
varied selection of rallies on offer
on our excellent website! I hope
that you were all able to join at
least a few. It was particularly
good to see that two new Rally
Marshals stepped forward to add
their ideas for our enjoyment.

I can confirm that the Trustees
(President Geoff Bell; Programme
Secretary
Gwyn
Weallans;

I should also like to thank the
many who joined us at Ancaster
for our Autumn Fellowship and
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You should also now be able to
start planning and booking your
2020 movements so can I again
ask you to give your support to our
Spring Fellowship (including our
AGM) in Frome, my last major rally
in the hot seat, and our Autumn
Fellowship meeting at Ardingly
where VP Bruce will assume the
reigns, both of these again being
held at new venues. Let’s see if
we can match or even beat the
numbers that made our recent
Fellowship meetings so enjoyable!
Membership
In order to reverse the view that
our Fellowship is the bestkept
secret in Rotary, we have, through
NEWS & VIEWS

the considerable efforts of our PR
specialist Martin Williams and our
immediatepast
Editor,
Colin
Bradford, achieved much publicity
this year through the journals of
both Rotary and Inner Wheel. It is
without doubt our very best effort
in recent years to make potential
members aware of our existence.

VICE
PRESIDENT
Bruce Wallace

At the Sunny Chipping Rally, led
by David and Jean Shaw, we went
into a local church for their flower
festival and saw this kneeler made

In addition, we have advertised our
fellowship at the RI Convention in
Hamburg and at the RIBI and
Inner Wheel national conferences.
My thanks to all of you who made
this possible.
Our Membership Officer Derrick
has advised that we have 36 new
members over the last 12 months
with our number remaining broadly
static. But we need to continue
our efforts by each personally
engaging
with
prospective
Rotarians and distributing all of our
“Two Ticks” fliers and our extra
copies of News & Views.
We need also to ensure that these
new members receive appropriate
support to enable them to fully
engage and enjoy the benefits
offered by the fellowship. It is the
job of each and every one of us to
ensure that new members gain the
fun and fellowship that we’ve
promised them, just as we do with
our own clubs!
Finally
My thanks to all the Rally Marshals
& their teams who have given us
all the FUN & FELLOWSHIP that
we have enjoyed so much this
year. As you start to plan your
2020 movements, can I please ask
you to give your support and sign
up to attend the rallies that are
available to you.
Please get
booking!
A Very Happy Christmas and I
hope to see you all camping in
2020.

NEWS & VIEWS

and such fellowship as to find a
duck to cheer us up on our new
pond!! Anyone wanting a duck on
the Rally might talk to David
Huxley, who always carries ducks
it seems.

President Geoff has made fun and
fellowship his mantra during the
year. As the year closes each of us
can reflect on these aims.
For Pat and I, it has been a truly
wonderful year meeting even more
people in the fellowship that we did
not know and attending as many
rallies as possible. For us, we can
say it is a wonderful fellowship
taking us places we have never
been and enjoying the company of
so many of you.
There are many stories during the
year but for us the Autumn Tints
Rally led by Peter and Liz
Downham
(first
time
rally
marshals!!) stands out as most
memorable for fellowship fun.
The picture shows us in a bit of
water! Notice the causeway we
built to access our van and the
duck someone arranged to be
placed on our pond. I did say to
Peter “should I make the
causeway wider to allow passing
points?
What fun, even when it was wet,

by Barbara Redwood who may be
known to some of you.
As you read this you may be on
your last Rally of 2019 so looking
forward to – 2020.
You are able to see rallies for 2020
and 2021 now on the web site.
Many of you will know we have
renamed the spring AGM the
Spring Fellowship as this sounds
more inviting to new members.
Thank you, John Holman, for your
idea. The first Spring Fellowship is
in Frome and I hope to see many
of you there. The Autumn
Fellowship is on a new site, The
South of England show ground.
Looking forward to 2021, we have
the Autumn Fellowship in Malvern.
I have also asked certain people to
look at possible large sites in
Dawlish, Exeter Race Course, The
Cheltenham area, South Lychett
Manor Dorset, Old Country house
in Berwick on Tweed and
Watergate Bay Newquay.
So if these prove satisfactory we
should be fixed until about 2027!!
I also realise some of these sites
are a bit to one end of the Country
so, I have asked people to try to
link rallies to them to make
journeys
more
viable.
For
example, Geoff has linked a rally
before The South of England
meeting next year and Pat and I
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will run one after. This means there
will be at least 16 days in the
South of England for anyone
coming from the far North. Others,
such as Gwyn, may also be
arranging rallies on the way too.

MEMBERSHIP
Derrick Sanders

Please
therefore
consider
arranging rallies to link the journey
to any of these possible sites.

Finally, please let me know of any
changes
to
your
address,
telephone, mobile, email or club,
so that I can keep our handbook
information accurate and circulate
details in the monthly update.

Many
newer
members
feel
nervous about arranging rallies, so
do try to get one or two pairs of
Assistant Rally Marshals to help
them learn from you.
Other News
We are looking to get a defibrillator
for our larger rallies.
The two larger rallies each year
can have up to £1000 to help with
costs and to encourage more of us
to attend.
There is also a presentation on the
ICFR web site that could be
viewed at a Rotary meeting. It
lasts about 5mins, so not too
complicated.
If visiting a club abroad, we can
also supply an ICFR banner.
These are handmade to order, so
do allow time for them to be
made.
Do book early for the big
fellowship
meetings. Although
unlimited in numbers, it does help
the Rally Marshals if they know
numbers well in advance.
I continue to have meetings with
local Chairs at the big rallies. I
have also established a Past
Presidents group to advise me on
any current issues.
Finally, can Pat and I wish you all,
and your families, a very happy
and peaceful Christmas and look
forward to seeing you in 2020.
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It is disappointing that, having sent
out regular monthly updates to the
last edition of the Handbook and
occasionally other information i.e.,
sad news, only just under 60% of
you open the email. You never
know, there may be something of
interest to you in those messages,
so please open them.

At the time of this report we have
762 members which shows a
reasonably stable situation over
the last year. We continue to
attract new members which are
virtually all following personal
encouragement
from
existing
members. I hope that all of you will
continue to look for potential
members and that the current
strong promotional efforts being
made will also bear fruit in due
course.

My term of office ends next June
and nominations for the post of
Membership Secretary from 1st
July 2020 to 30th June 2023 can
be submitted to the Secretary, who
has the nomination forms.

FINANCE
Ted Walmsley

Those leaving us invariably do so
because they no longer have a
caravan or motor home therefore it
is understandable that they decide
to leave.
Once again, at the turn of the year,
several members cancelled their
subscription rather than informing
me of their intention to leave the
fellowship. This caused work for
our
treasurer
in
reconciling
membership fees. Please let me
know if your wish to leave the
fellowship rather than just not
paying your subscription. I can
then let your Area chairman and
other members know.
I frequently send out general
circulations using Mailchimp which
means that it is important to let me
know if you change your email
address, otherwise you will not
receive messages that may be of
interest to you. Also let me know if
you want an extra email address
adding to my list, several couples
have copies sent to each of them.
Winter 2019/20

t was a pleasure to take over the
office of Treasurer in July,
especially as I was proposed by
John Holman. Many thanks John
for the efficient handover. The only
problem we had was changing the
bank mandate  that was
complicated and timeconsuming.
I have always been involved with
accounting. My role, in the large
brokerage I ran, was to make sure
we balanced every month and at
the end of year. I have also been
the Treasurer of my Rotary Club
for the past 7 years. I look forward
to working with all the Rally
Marshals and Area Treasurers to
make sure everyone enjoys the
work of the fellowship.
NEWS & VIEWS

IT
David Shaw

haven’t had a call, about “nothing
happens when I click on the
button” for ages.
A few people do use the contact
page to send me messages which
is by far the easiest way to get in
touch. I can forward messages to
all our committee members quite
promptly.
Any suggestions as to how we
could improve the site are always
welcome and I would like to thank
all those who gave me feedback
and heads up for errors on the
site.

There have been some more
changes to the website this year.
I have added a new page Rally
Newsflash; this will have the latest
news about rally place availability
caused by cancellations or other
factors. Rally marshals can update
us with the latest changes to their
rally status, this is intended to
supplement
the
membership
secretaries updates but in a real
time environment.
Calendars for 2020 and 2021 have
been updated regularly to assist
our programme secretary with
forward planning. The scrolling
banner at the top of the page will
only have future rally details; past
rallies are deleted shortly after
they have been concluded.
The help page, which I hope will
help members to get to grips with
navigation and features of our site,
has seen minor updates.
I have deleted the Newsletters
page
and
made
significant
changes to the Links to other sites
page. The newsletters of New
Zealand, Australia, USA and
France can be found by following
the links to their websites. Links to
other Rotary sites and caravan
related sites can be found on this
page.
Colour coding the buttons to
Green for information available,
and Red for no information yet,
seems to be working now, I
NEWS & VIEWS

PROGRAMME
SECRETARY
Gwyn Wealans

from the Monday to the Friday in
May next year. Fortunately due to
Alan Martin's very advanced
planning it has not disrupted his
rally but it has prevented both pre
and post Spring Fellowship rallies.
It is a pity because with the Spring
Fellowship at Frome I expected to
be able ask friends to come up
with both pre and post rallies in
Somerset,
Devon,
Cornwall,
Dorset and Hampshire.
I can report that the Natural
England Exemption Certificates
have been renewed.
So I am now open to receiving any
proposals for 2021, in fact we have
one already for the Autumn
Fellowship at Malvern. But please
let me have any ideas you have,
and I am always willing to accept
proposals.
Well enjoy your rallying in 2020. I
sincerely hope with the range of
rallies we have you will be able to
lift yourselves off the sofa and
come rallying. It is the fundamental
part of our organisation and the
best way of enjoying Rotary
Fellowship.

Well this has been a very busy
period getting the rally programme
together, keeping David Shaw
aware of the changes and updates
since the Autumn Fellowship.
However, I am pleased to say that
we have achieved 20 UK Rallies
for 2020 and 4 overseas rallies
with the Algarve rally suddenly
appearing out of the blue at the
Autumn Fellowship. We must
thank Paul and Christine Brunsch
for offering that one. There are
also two in discussion at the
moment but, unfortunately, they
will not be included in the list in
this issue. They will however be
added to the Website as soon as
they are approved, so keep your
eye on the website.
Unfortunately, the UK government
did not help us out when they
delayed the Spring Bank Holiday
Winter 2019/20

UK RALLIES
2020
MARCH
Wed 18th – Tues 24th
Skelwith Fold, Ambleside,
Cumbria
Skelwith
Rally
is
all
The
hardstanding
with
excellent
drainage. We are on a fell 600 feet
above the Lakes with good access
on tarmac roads. The approach
road from the main road is
magnificent through the Skelwith
Estate.
This is a six night rally with
Electricity, very good shower block,
plus a wellstocked shop and
warm function room which we use
most nights. All 20 pitches are
grouped together with very helpful
Page 7

staff always willing to please.
The Lake District is stunning at this
time of the year. Snow on the fells
and two organised walks will take
you into this wonderland.
Max 20 RM: Ted Walmsley

APRIL
Tuesday 14th – Mon 20th
Delph Bank, Holbeach
A new site and one of the best I
have come across. Mostly hard
standings and some fully serviced
pitches. Spalding 10 miles, Kings
Lynn 15 miles, Sandringham 25
miles. Aldeburgh approx 100
miles.
Max 15/20 RM: David Pilgrim

APRIL
Tuesday 21st – Mon 27th
Church Farm Caravan Site,
Aldeburgh
A repeat of the Long running
Aldeburgh Rally with good access
to the town and the east Anglian
Coastline from Ipswich to Cromer.
Church Farm is a fantastic site that
provides a smell of salt air, fresh
fish to buy and enables use of the
Church Hall for evening activities.
Max 25 RM: Gwyn Weallans

MAY
Thurs 7th - Wed 13th – 4th
Heart of Wiltshire Rally,
Coombe Caravan Park, The
Race Plain Netherhampton,
Salisbury, Wiltshire
A new site for our 4th "Heart of
Wiltshire Rally" between Salisbury
and Wilton on the edge of
Salisbury Race Course. The site
has first class amenities, a laundry
and fully equipped meeting room
and wide ranging views over South
Wiltshire countryside. Alan and
Derek will offer their usual
programme of optional events but
with plenty of time to explore on
your own. The Driving time is less
Page 8

than 1 hour for those going on to
attend
our
AGM
at
Frome.
The Very latest date for bookings
to reach BO Derek is Thursday
26th March 2020. This is to ensure
we are able to secure the number
of pitches available to us over the
changed May Bank Holiday
period.
Max 25 RM Alan Martin

MAY
Thurs 14th - Tues 19th
Frome Spring Fellowship
(AGM)
The ICFR team from the SW invite
you to join President Geoff and
Maddy Bell and your fellow ICFR
members for a memorable Spring
Fellowship Rally.
We have exclusive use of the
Show Field and Cheese Pavilion
for our fellowships on a tried and
tested ICFR venue.
The Frome area has so much to
offer and much has been arranged
for your enjoyment including:
An introductory talk about the area
and a coach trip to the historic city
of Bath; ICFR AGM. Plus 4 nights
food in the Cheese Pavilion, BYO
Wine; Barn Dance to the music of
“Cats Whiskers”; Comedian Andy
Oakley; an original version of Pig
Racing;
Golf
and
Boules
competitions. All this plus the usual
ICFR Hospitality Night Fun and
Fellowship.
B & B available locally for non
caravanners.
Mr Kiplin  "The South West team
do run an exceedingly good rally”
Booking form is enclosed with this
edition of News & Views and on
the ICFR website.
Max U/L RM: Philip Cary

Winter 2019/20

JUNE
Tues 9th – Sun 14th June
Great Yarmouth Racecourse
Rally, Caravan and Motor
Home Site
Just 300 yards from the beach and
close to the Norfolk Broads, this
Great Yarmouth Racecourse rally
offers the perfect location for
touring this lovely part of Norfolk or
just relaxing on the beach. For the
more active the rally is located
next to the superb Great Yarmouth
Golf Course and there will be
some horse racing during our stay.
The rally is based at the Caravan
and Motorhome Club site.
Max 15 RM: Malcolm Lockey

JULY
Mon 6th – Sun 12th
Llangollen Eisteddfod Rally,
Caravan Club Site Chirk
The Eisteddfod comprises of daily
competitive
sessions
from
Wednesday to Saturday and
evening Concerts Tuesday through
Saturday. A close
to
final
Eisteddfod Programme will be put
on the ICFR website by December
31st 2019. Payment for tickets will
need to be made by 1st February
2020 and pitch fees for the rally
postdated to 1st May. No other
visits will be included in the Rally
Programme, but the rally will be
open to anyone who wishes to
come.
Max 12+ RM: Alan Kemp

JULY
Mon 13th – Sat 18th The
Wirral Way Rally, Wirral
Country Park Caravan Site
Delightful C.C Site on the banks of
the River Dee at Thurstaston on
the coast of the Wirral Peninsula
with views across the estuary to
the Welsh mountains beyond.
Lots to see and do: walks/cycle
NEWS & VIEWS

through the adjacent Wirral
Country Park to the little sailing
resort at West Kirby (or even the
world renowned Golf Links at
Hoylake!); saunter along the
shoreline or explore the pretty
local villages dating from the
Viking invasions; maybe visit Ness
Botanic Gardens  or one of the
many other nearby attractions...
Max 15 RM: Robin Levin

JULY
Wed 15th - Wed 22nd Holt
Rugby Club, Holt, Norfolk
An attractive site with superb
clubroom with excellent catering
facilities (YOU WILL BE FED).
Many local attractions including
the North Norfolk Steam Rally,
close by to the beautiful coastline
of Cromer and Sheringham. We
shall visit The Cromer End of Pier
show. No Electrics (MEDICAL
EXCEPTED) Battery charging
available.
Max 25

RM: Mike Segon

JULY
Fri 24th - Fri 31st Family
Rally Blackford, Somerset
The 2020 theme is "Under the
sea". Fun for all the family,
swimming, sports, sandcastles,
food and fellowship in the beautiful
surroundings of Sexey's school
grounds in Somerset. A wonderful
opportunity for members to enjoy
quality time with their children or
grandchildren.

in village. Relaxed programme,
plenty of time for fellowship and
discovering this overlooked region.
Max 15 RM: David Shaw

AUGUST
Wed 5th - Tues 11th Well,
Well, Well Rally, Eden Tree
Caravan Park, Bradwell, Peak
District
A 6 night rally based on the village
of Bradwell in the Derbyshire Peak
District Carnival week with 4 Well
Dressings and Open Gardens.
Explore the village with its views
across the Hope Valley to see the
4 decorated wells and enjoy
refreshment in the Methodist
Chapel (great cakes!!). Bradwell
Open Gardens will enable us to
see how people garden when
nothing is flat! See the dams used
by the Dambusters for target
practice prior to the famous raid.
We hope to visit the UK's largest
cement works, Bakewell market,
and the Sheffield Museums,
Chatsworth, Hardwick Hall and
Haddon Hall are just a short drive
away.
Max 12 RM: Tim Sheppard

AUGUST
Fri 14th - Wed 19th 43rd
Ashbourne rally Derbyshire
The beauty of the Peak District
with many walks and attractions
close by. However many times you
visit, there is always something
else to see in the area. Ashbourne
Show is on Saturday 15th August.

Max 20 RM: Judy Maynard

JULY
Mon 27th – SUN 2nd AUG
Chipping Rally, Brickhouse
Caravan
Site,
Chipping
Lancashire.
On the Edge of the Forest of
Bowland (AofONB), in Chipping
Village. Pitches all Hard Standing.
Two pubs with food, café, farm
shop, post office and general store
NEWS & VIEWS

Max 20

RM: David Huxley

SEPTEMBER
Thurs 3rd- Wed 9th Gower
Peninsular Rally, Pitton Cross
C & C, Rhossili, Swansea
Come and enjoy scenery of the
Gower Peninsular at this full
facilities, family run site. Ideal for
walks, pubs, scenic coastline,
rugged cliffs and sandy bays. Only
Winter 2019/20

a mile from Rhossli village and its
beach. There is a large National
Trust Car Park, a Pub, a couple of
Cafes and a National Trust Shop.
In St Mary's church there is a
memorial to Edgar Evans who was
born in the village and went to the
South Pole with Scott. The city of
Swansea is only 16 miles away
where you will find the National
Waterfront
Museum.
www.pittoncross.co.uk
Max 15

RM: Gerard Turley

SEPTEMBER
Thurs 10th – Wed 16th
Historical Baths, Bath Marina
and Caravan Park
Visit the Historic City of Bath
including a guided tour of the
Abbey, availability to visit the
worldfamous Roman Baths, Jane
Centre,
Museums,
Austen
Gardens and plenty more. Site is
close to Park and Ride.
Max 16 RM: Tim Waller

SEPTEMBER
Fri 11 – Wed 16th (with
option to stay an extra night)
Sussex even close to the Sea
Rally, Kloofs Caravan Park
Bexhill on Sea
Come and join us at this 5star and
5pennant touring park set amidst
22 acres of peaceful countryside in
rural East Sussex yet only 2 miles
from Cooden Beach and within 11
miles of Bexhill, Hastings and
Eastbourne. There are many local
places of interest to enjoy
including Herstmonceux Castle,
Battle Abbey, Old Hastings and
Batemens (NT) plus an abundance
of restaurants and hostelries.
Members will have the option of
staying one extra night following
the end of the rally to enable them
to join the Autumn Fellowship on
Thursday 17th September.
Max 12 RM: Geoff Bell
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SEPTEMBER
Sat
12th
–
Wed16th
Cotswold View, Caravan and
Camping,
Charlbury,
Nr
Banbury, OX7 3JH
A return to this Popular rural site in
Oxfordshire, with On Site catering,
Local Walks and Skittles.
Max 20 RM: Richard Swainston

SEPTEMBER
Thurs 17th - Tues 22nd
Autumn Fellowship 2020
South
of
England
Showground, Ardingly, West
Sussex
Come to sunny SussexbytheSea
for our 2020 Autumn Fellowship
rally  a new venue for ICFR. The
South of England Showground has
all the usual facilities including a
spacious function suite and we will
have our own marquee for daily
refreshments. Easily reached from
Crawley (M23), East Grinstead
and Haywards Heath, the Sussex
Weald is a designated Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty which
includes nearby Ashdown Forest
yet is under an hour from Brighton
and the South coast. Several
National Trust Properties and
gardens are within easy reach,
and the famous Bluebell Railway
line is nearby. A full programme of
ICFR fellowship awaits you.
RM: John and Karen Holman

SEPTEMBER
Tues 22nd – Mon 28th
Sussex by the Sea Rally,
Ellscott, Chichester
Friendly site  Good access to
buses and local attractions.

Christmas Spectacular rally,
Old Brick Kilns Caravan Park,
Barney, Norfolk
This excellent site has 16A
Electrics, Hard Standings and
superb toilet/shower blocks. A Full
evening programme will include a
visit to the Cromer Pier Christmas
Show. Get your Christmas Spirit
going at Barney
Max 12 RM: Mike Segon

FOREIGN
RALLIES
2020

on Cap Finistére at 12.00
16th Arrive Bilbao at 12.45 Travel
to Burgos
100 miles  Mainly
quiet Motorway
18th Travel to Salamanca 160
miles  Mainly quiet Motorway
20th Travel to Evora 250 miles 
Mainly quiet Motorway
22nd Travel to Lagos 165 miles 
Mainly quiet Motorway
Rally members to make own return
arrangement. Advice and help will
be available to make the
necessary arrangements.
The campsite is situated between
Lagos and Praia da Lux.

Wed 9th- Tues 15 Barney

Silves  Orange Festival 15th Feb
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Bruce and Pat

Namibia
1st-21st June
This rally will be 21 days tour of
Central and Western Namibia and
based on either Camper Vans or
SUV's and lodge B&B's due to the
remoteness of some areas. All
Participants must be in good
health and have private medical
insurance.

Sun
Fun
and
to
the
Fellowship in the Loire
Vendee (3 sites)
Algarve.
Saumur Guerande,
January 15th - 12th Feb
Saint-Julien-des
Landes
15th January Depart Portsmouth

DECEMBER

RM:

RM: Paul and Christine Brunsch

RM: John Sadler and David Shaw

The main activity will be enjoying
the sunshine and local attractions
such as, traditional Portuguese
restaurants, guided tours, walking
(taking into account peoples
mobility) and fun and fellowship in
the evenings.

Max 20
Wallace

and
Loule  Carnival 25th
February

Winter 2019/20

8th -23rd June
The three sites are based on
interesting areas of France. The
site in Saumur is adjacent to the
town, the other sites are more
remote. Guerande is a medieval
walled town, and the site at Saint
JuliendesLandes is not far from
the beaches of the Vendee.
RM: Carole and Terry Cooke

“World’s Largest”,
Echternach
Luxemburg,
Dusseldorf,
De
Heen (Netherlands
26th August - 8th September
This 13 night rally incorporates 2
events that claim to be the World’s
Largest, Corso Zundert (the
World’s Largest Flower Parade
and the Dusseldorf Caravan Salon
(The World’s Largest Caravan and
Motorhome Show). We start in
Echternach, the oldest town in
Luxemburg for 5 nights. We then
NEWS & VIEWS

travel in convoy to the Dusseldorf Caravan Salon for 3 nights on the showground camping area, where vans are
parked in rows with communal dining between rows. Visit the show (it makes the the NEC look like a country
fair!) or take the free shuttle bus to the city centre and explore Dusseldorf. Our final destination is De Heen in
the Netherlands where we will visit Corso Zundert (The World’s Largest Flower Parade) with its massive Dahlia
covered floats and explore the Zeeland area.
RM: Tim Sheppard

UK RALLY REPORTS

ALDEBURGH SUFFOLK

had also worked in some of the courts he mentioned.

23rd-29th April

On the Friday, we were again free during the day. In
the evening we were back in the hall for a fish and
chip supper, which was superb. This was followed by
a very interesting talk, with screen projections, on the
path of the river Auld and the surrounding valley.

We always very much look forward to our trip to East
Anglia. The area holds many happy memories of
many years ago.
On arrival, we were greeted by our rally Marshals
Gwyn, Eileen, Roger and Christine. After settling in,
we went to the Church hall for the welcome
Ploughman’s Supper. It was great meeting friends old
and new.
The following day, the hardy walkers met our friend
Ron Geeter, who annually takes us on a country
walkabout, followed by lunch. This year lunch was at a
pub called The 12 Lost Churches at Dunwich. The
name was explained to me, but I have not got enough
space here to relay the information. The day was
completed with the hospitality evening, which went
very well.

After the usual coffee, our next day was free, until the
evening, when after a steak pie and trimmings
evening meal, we were magnificently entertained by
The Elderly Brothers. Ralliers Roger Restell, John
Bourain and John Acklaw were in good form. They get
better each time we see them.
The next day of this sixnight rally was free after
coffee. The final dinner was at The Plough and Sail
pub at Snape Maltings where thanks were given by
President Geoff and Maddy Bell, who made a
presentation of a small bell to mark a great rally.
Thanks Rally Marshals for all your hard work.
John Walgrove

Ex Rotarian

The next day was a free day which was very relaxing,
exploring the local area. In the evening we went by
coach to again meet our friends at the Rotary Club of
Saxmundham. We were well received, and
entertained by a Speaker who told us in detail about
his working life in the Law. It was very interesting, as I

NEWS & VIEWS
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SPRING IN OXFORDSHIRE

USK RALLY SOUTH WALES

7th-12th May 2019

10th–16th May 2019

Greenhill Farm
Bletchingdon

Caravan

and

Leisure

Park,

What a great site – close to Oxford, Blenheim Palace
(home of the Duke of Marlborough) and Waddesdon
Manor (an opulent home of the Rothschild family) to
name but a few local attractions.

The day started with a 6am alarm. An early start was
our intention as over 200 miles had to be covered to
reach our destination in the beautiful Usk Valley. This
was achieved in under 5 hours including a stop, and
several road works with 40 or 50 mph speed limits, so
we were well pleased.
Having had a few showers during the journey it was a
relief to find lovely sunshine to greet us at Usk along
with our hosts who were equally bright and welcoming
with traditional Welsh cakes and buttered Bara Brith –
very tasty!

'On guard'
Casper and
Cookie

Sue’s caravan diary, for the last ICFR rally we
attended at this site in 2018, described the excellent
breakfast we had at the onsite restaurant called The
Batch. Our expectations were high and with eager
enthusiasm we visited the restaurant only to find the
proprietor preparing to leave. She explained that new
proprietors were taking over and the restaurant would
not be opening for several weeks!!! What a
disappointment. However Richard and Dot
Swainston, Geoff Fewings and John and Lynn Stone,
ensured every one of us were well entertained and fed
for the duration of our stay.

Although the temperature dropped quickly we still sat
outside to enjoy the wonderful fish and chip supper,
grateful that we had brought thick sweaters and
anoraks. Shortly afterwards ralliers disappeared into
their own, or friends, vans to continue the hospitality
which proved to be a great part of this rally.
Sunshine greeted us next morning when we enjoyed a
communal coffee time  many willingly ate up the
remaining Bara Brith and Welsh cakes! Happily this
proved to be a daily occurrence with the weather
remaining good for the whole rally. Indeed, several
sat outside during the afternoons and so gained a
good base for their 2019 tan.

We also had a visit from
Geoff’s wife Brenda. It was
great to see her looking so
well and clearly enjoying
meeting and chatting with
many of her ICFR friends.
Many thanks go to the rally team led by Richard and
Dot

One was Sunday Lunch when those able to walk the
1.2 miles to the Foxhunter Pub did so knowing that a
cool long drink would be available on arrival. After
excellent food and friendly service the return walk in
the sunshine was enjoyed by most.

Bill taking a 'selfie'  "Why?"
Bruce Liddle
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Activities during the week included hospitality in vans
which appeared to go to plan, a communal supper
when we enjoyed the efforts of our better halves and
two delicious pub meals.

Beeston

On another warm, sunny day many of us enjoyed an
Away Day visit to St Fagans History of Wales Centre
where we spent a very pleasant day wandering
around the various buildings, many of which had been

Winter 2019/20
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transported there from other parts of Wales.
Comfortable seats and picnic benches were spread
around where we could enjoy our packed lunches.
This proved to be a most enjoyable, informative and
interesting visit which also provided our daily exercise.
Some ralliers joined Usk Rotary Club for lunch on
Tuesday when, following a delicious meal, our
President Geoff Bell gave a presentation on Rotary
Fellowships, with the emphasis of course being on
ICFR.
All too soon we were dismantling awnings and packing
up in readiness to vacate on Thursday, some going
home and others to Shrewsbury for the AGM. But first
we had the Rally Dinner, so everyone was transported
back to the Foxhunter where again we enjoyed good
hospitality and great food.
The good weather, although cold in the evenings,
helped this to be a thoroughly enjoyable rally but the
main ingredient was the hard work in preparation and
during this excellent rally by Gerald and Christine
Turley, assisted by John and Dot Edwards. Many
thanks, we hope preparations are already in hand for
next year when we hope to return.
Eileen Weallans

ICFR AGM
SHROPSHIRE

Bury St Edmunds

SHREWSBURY

16th-22nd May 2019
After arriving down a very narrow lane we were shown
to our pitches by an army of very efficient marshals
from the East Midlands area.

pretend money!
Saturday was the AGM
which was well controlled
by President Geoff and
would have ended before
12md except for a
comical explanation by
Colin Bradford, nursing a
bad back, of all the
different advertising material
members.

available

to

ICFR

That evening we had dancing to the Old Socks Ceilidh
band where members tried hard not to get their arms

and everything else in a twist.
Sunday service with Salvation Army followed by a free
day and then the hospitality in the evening, That lived
up to its name with people wandering around trying to
find their next stop, and some people crawling back to
their vans well after 11pm.
Monday brought the golf  won by John Sadler, and
this year for the first time a boule competition that was
highly successful thanks to John Bumfrey's efforts.
See June's witty report on page 27.
After another lovely evening we were entertained by
guitarist and singer Dave PinderGibb who once again

The welcome supper of jacket potato and a variety of
lovely fillings in the Berwick suit started the rally off in
style.
We were welcomed by Derek Sanders and Geoff Bell,
he told members of the Executive that he would be
locking the room at 11am Friday morning, as he hoped
the meeting would be finished, fat chance.
Coffee as usual on Friday but no sign of of the
executive! We had a free day except for those of us
who had booked the boat trip on the river Severn.
There was commentary for the last part of the trip,
where we were informed that the commentator had
fallen into the river just before we set off and had to go
home and change before joining
us back on the boat.
Following the meal that evening
we had a race night where Eric
Matkin was the overall winner
with over £200k shame it was all
NEWS & VIEWS

was spot on with his performance and had everyone
up dancing and singing.
Derek and Geoff gave their closing speeches before
the entertainment so that those who needed their
beds wouldn’t miss out.
We all had a great time and thanks go to Derek and
Sheila and Paul and Jackie and the rest of the team
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for all their hard work. It was a very successful rally.
Roger Restell

South Woodham Ferrers

UTTOXETER STAFFORDSHIRE
14th-19th June
This year our president Geoff has asked for people to
carefully consider running a rally. Malcolm Lockey
responded and with Paul and Jackie Sharman and
with Past President Brian and Margaret Leverton, as
assistants, ran his first rally.
The opening dinner was at Uttoxeter Golf Club: Beef
Bourguignon and a trio of desserts started a very
memorable evening. Those attending will understand
the pun here. (Ask them about the rally!!).For a first
night the food was the best I have ever tasted.
We

had

a

very

tasty

cooked

breakfast

in

and well hosted by first time Rally Marshall, Malcolm.
If this is what he can do first time, we all look forward
to next year!
Did you also know Malcolm has appeared on TV? He
even left the rally early one morning to appear as a
fisherman. Those who know him will agree, he is a
fine looking fisherman and indeed a fine looking
Father Christmas.
Television will never be the same.
Bruce Wallace

Billinghurst & District

SUNNY CHIPPING
LANCASHIRE
20th to 26th June.
David and Jeanne Shaw were prophetically (nearly)
correct for the duration of (most) of this rally when they
named it “Sunny Chipping” way back last autumn.
Having read and been inspired by an article on the
Forest of Bowland, several years ago, I have long
nursed an ambition to stay in the area but had never
got around to it. When “Sunny Chipping” appeared in

Wetherspoons. The visit to Nelson’s gin distillery was
very interesting. The sampling of a couple of gins
made the visit even more enjoyable and was followed
up by an afternoon nap!
President Anita (Rotary club of Uttoxeter) visited us
and took part in the hospitality evening. She and her
husband are looking to buy a motorhome and have
joined ICFR. Later in the week, we joined the Rotary
club of Uttoxeter and were made very welcome at their
evening meeting. Wednesday saw the Uttoxeter races
and we of course were on the site so got a free view of
all the racing.
An American supper also featured in the programme,
as did a town walk and supper in Litchfield after
Choral Evening Song in the Cathedral. Did you know
it’s the only one with three spires?
There were only 10 vans but the fellowship was
second to none and we all felt the smaller numbers
had allowed us to have even closer fellowship.
The site is a Caravan and Motorhome Club site and
the wardens, Sally and Steve were the most delightful
you could meet, even bringing us flowers for the
American supper.
On the Sunday Malcolm was presented with his first
Rally Marshall plaque and it could not have been more
deserved. Speaking to those who came, it was
universally agreed to have been an outstanding rally
Page 14

the 2019 Rally Programme the opportunity to go on it
was too good to be missed and it proved to be the
case. The choice of site at “Brickhouse Caravan Site”,
was an excellent venue in all respects.
The
proprietors Lynda and Tim both had “sunny”
personalities and were way beyond helpful at all
times. The village of Chipping is a classic with old
local stone buildings, being
generously bedecked with
colourful hanging baskets ,
tubs, troughs and planters.
There was a Flower
Festival in progress in the
16th century parish church
which
stands
in
a
beautifully
maintained
churchyard.
The floral arrangements within St.
Bartholomew’s church were spectacularly good,
imaginative and in a first class setting. I could go on
extolling the virtues of the locality, its kind, polite,
community minded inhabitants, its traditions and its
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spectacular fell countryside.
The organisation and events were well judged with
interesting activities in the Rally Programme but
allowing plenty of time to strike out and explore the
area, to find a view point overlooking Morecombe Bay,
to pass through the lanes and over the fells to find
other towns and villages of equal charm and merit to
Chipping, all in an area of outstanding natural beauty.
Pauline and I visited Carnforth heritage centre on the
railway station which was the location where the David
Lean film “Brief Encounter” was shot. The centre
contains a great deal of interesting railway and David
Lean memorabilia.
We settled into the rally on the first night, a fine sunny
evening, to a Natter and Nibbles session, a useful
introduction to Rotarians and others who we had not
previously met and to renew acquaintance with
familiar faces. Ra (the Egyptian sun god) continued to
smile throughout Friday and permitted an al fresco
BBQ dining opportunity in the evening at Rally HQ.

We really enjoyed Sunny Chipping, we liked the area
and its inhabitants and left with happy vibes for
Lancashire its people and Rallying with ICFR. Would
we do it again – yes, with thanks to David and Jeanne
who worked hard, unobtrusively, and with good
humour. They deserve the grateful thanks of the 36
members of ICFR who were privileged to have
attended their well organised, very enjoyable rally.
As an aside it brought back memories of my English
master at my secondary modern school. In an English
lesson on the etiquette of writing correspondence
correctly and addressing envelopes properly he
stressed the importance of using capital letters for the
postal town and county less a letter, addressed to
BOLTON LANCS, be delivered in error to BOSTON
LINCS. Funny that since some made their way from
this rally directly to “We’ll Meet Again” near Boston
Lincs.
Peter and Pauline Start

WE’LL
MEET
LINCOLNSHIRE

South Holland

AGAIN

26th June - 2nd July
From being situated around a lake on a picturesque
caravan site near Boston Lincolnshire we were
welcomed with a tasty cottage pie in the nearby pub to
start this enjoyable rally.
The social theme continued on Saturday with
Hospitality in the evening.
On Sunday those who
were sufficiently sound in wind and limb were
introduced to Beacon Fell Country Park, on top of
Beacon Fell. We had a relatively easy walk around the
fell top with magnificent vistas all around including a
sighting of Blackpool Tower on the far horizon. The
day culminated with a firstrate hog roast in the very
wellappointed
Chipping
Village
Hall
with
entertainment by “Donald The Average” who was a
clearly very much above average magician who
artfully induced humorous audience participation.
David and Jeanne organised something of a coup for
Monday morning with an exclusive visit to the privately
owned Brownsholme (pronounced Bruzam) Hall; a
Grade I Elizabethan listed building said to be the
oldest surviving family home in Lancashire and
surrounded by picturesque gardens and parkland.
The contents of the house are of museum quality and
complement the antiquity of the building.
The finale for the Rally on Tuesday evening was
dinner at Ferraris Country House Hotel and
Restaurant an establishment of sublime quality with
exquisitely laid out and landscaped gardens. The
threecourse dinner was of exemplary quality, with
service to match, especially for £25 per head inclusive
of return coach transport!
NEWS & VIEWS

At the ‘We’ll Meet Again’ museum there was a lot of ‘I
remember that’ or ‘my mother had one of those’ etc.
After seeing the1940’s military equipment including a

Lancaster cockpit, we were given a splendid London
Blitz sound and light experience which was worth the
visit alone.
A buffet and excellent brass band entertained us and
there was great fun with our participating in the
dancing and hokeycokey.
Hospitality once again showed itself to be a reliable
way of seeing old friends and meeting new.
On Armed Forces Day a 1940’s singer, professional
dancing, food, all on a lovely hot day concluded with a
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Dakota appearing from the bright open skies of
Lincolnshire to make a flypast. Supper in a tastefully
converted church to the music of a swing band with a
sing song ended the day.

On Sunday we visited Boston and enjoyed a trip in a
battery powered boat. Being silent and vibration free it
gave us plenty of time for chatting  until the battery
ran out and he had to start the diesel engine! But no
problem on another hot sunny day.
The quiz. Oh my goodness me! How Maureen Smith
kept going with all the humorous comments and wise
cracks I do not know. It was a hoot from beginning to
end. It was ICFR friendship and entertainment at its
best.

For us the 3 hostility (oops sorry  Hospitality) visits
were a lovely mixture of catching up with old and
making new friends.
The main reason for the rally was the 15th UK Boogie
Woogie weekend at Sturminster Newton. We spent a
delightful day watching and listening to all the pianists
playing in the cafes, pubs and street corners. The 16
year old French boy Nirek Mokar was fantastic (a
name to watch) and local lad Dan Moore’s playing and
singing was intense and full of soul. There were artists
from Netherlands, UK, France, Cameroon, Austria and

Thank you rally officers Peter & Angela Pimperton and
David & Maureen Smith and true to the name of the
rally I hope "We’ll Meet Again, Don’t Know Where,
Don’t Know When, But we’ll meet again some
sunny ...!!
Tony Wakefield

Retford

HENSTRIDGE SOMERSET

Ron & Jan Collins
V
Richard & Dot Swainston

4th-9th July
The Boogie Woogie Rally started with glorious
weather and a number of vans arriving down the very
narrow back lanes but heyho all arrive safely and did
not meet any farm traffic. The rally was at a golf club
with a beautiful mowed flat field overlooking the 9th
hole. Lots of wild life around including a deer which
kept wandering across the 9th green into a wild flower
patch behind us. So many goldfinch and pied wagtails
and the usual thrush, blackbird etc. A delightful place
to sit and do nothing while watching the Air Ambulance
Helicopter, Tiger Moths, Yaks and other light aircraft
take off and land at the nearby airfield.

Belgium singing, dancing and playing various
instruments, giving concerts and workshops and just
enjoying the fabulous weather.
The BBQ on Saturday evening was great as it was

The guided tour of Sherbourne Abbey was most
interesting and was enhanced by the Dorset Moon
exhibition celebrating the moon landing 50 years ago.
With so much history both inside and outside the
abbey it was well worth more than one trip to see it all.
Plenty of cafes and shops to wander around.
Page 16
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warm enough for us all to sit outside and eat together.

Rally. ( verrry nice!)

Sunday was another glorious day and we all went our
different ways to investigate the surrounding area.

Nine units stayed on as eight of us were going to the
Rally at Frome.

Our final day was very busy as we had a guided tour
around Shaftsbury including Gold Hill or Hovis hill as
most people think of it. Very challenging and as I had

As this was not a Rally it was decided we could not
have a rally Marshal but needed direction so Dorothy
with the help of her two Minders Mike Smith and David
Pilgrim was unanimously elected as Team Leader for
the duration. I was instructed to do the Not The Rally
Report.
So nice Coffee Mornings with lots of helpers, meals
together in the evening with lots of drinks where the
team leader insisted on using bowl glasses for brandy
and straight glasses for whiskey (more washing up for
the lackey).
I had hoped to do a rather negative "Not the Rally"
report to balance some of the rather glossy reports I
see. However the food was marvellous, the weather
was great and the "rally was excellent".

abandoned Frank on a seat at the top I chickened out
half way down and walked back to join him. I’ll give
them their due, most ralliers kept up with Martin and
completed the tour.
Then in the afternoon we had a tour of the local airfield
and a very informative talk on the Tiger Moth. A young
man was learning to fly it and both him and his
instructor were very willing to talk us through the
training. We should have had a look at the air
ambulance but as we arrived it flew off on a mercy
mission.
The farewell meal was a very good carvery in the club
house. Our thanks to Martin and Roz for a super rally
especially as they have moved house and now live
across in Kent.
Pat Seals

Amber Valley

Not a Rally - linking
Henstridge and Frome

Yours in Grumpiness
Richard Swainston

Didcot

FROME SOMERSET
11th to 17th July
We arrived at the Frome Showground to be warmly
greeted by Rally Marshals Phil Cary and David Mack
together with their able assistants Roz and Jane.
The weather was glorious, so the ground was dry. This
proved to be so for the six day rally.
After pitching our units, tea and coffee was on offer in
the newly constructed ‘Pavilion’. It is an enormous
solidstate building that has been erected for the
annual Frome agricultural show. We were very
fortunate to be able to use it, especially if the weather
had been inclement.
It was great to see old friends and meet new ones.
The first evening welcome supper was held in the
Pavilion when Roz and Jane served Cottage Pie
followed by Cheesecake. The quality was excellent
(you should both open a Café!). The wine and
conversation flowed after which we all slept well after
our long journey.
The following day was free to explore the area. After
our evening meal we had the usual inter caravan
hospitality, which as usual was a great success.

We recently attended the Henstridge Boogie Woogie
NEWS & VIEWS

The next day most of us went to Prison! The now
disused Shepton Mallet prison was the location for our
visit. The prison is now out of commission, and is
occupied by guides. Our Guide regaled tales of the
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Kray Brothers and stories of many happenings, true or
not! I personally found the tour of great interest, as
most of the readers will know, I spent most of my
working life either in Court or Prison!
Lunch was taken in the nearby Fox public house. I
have permission to tell you that when Maureen
Morrison was asked what she would like to drink, she
asked for a ‘Shargalandy’. Of course, she meant a
‘Lager Shandy’. Lots of laughter ensued.
In the evening we all sat down to be served with
various delicious Pizzas with salad. These were
delivered to site. I bet the Manager wishes that he had
that size of order every night!

12 Outfits attended the Holt Rugby field rally and the
excellent club house and facilities more than
compensated for the lack of individual electrics. Solar
panels abounded and we all lasted a week without
trouble.
The exclusive use of the clubhouse was an excellent
venue for all the social events and Barbara’s cooking
was a splendid bonus.
What a well thought out rally this was!, with Mike and
Barbara Segon being the rally marshals, ably backed
up by Robert and Brenda Fowler, as assistants with a
good few helping the rally along with a good swing.

The next day, we had a DIY BBQ, followed by a
Boules tournament organised by Phil. The winners
were Anne Walgrove and President Elect Bruce
Wallace.
The following day we were guided around the town of
Frome by a very interesting local resident, who
seemed to know every nook and cranny. It was a bit
hilly for some (me). The evening, organised by David
Mack, was spent sampling,
and guessing the contents
of
various
cocktails,
together with nibbles.
There was much hilarity.
Our final day was free. At
morning coffee Birthday
wishes were given to John
Warrack.
He
was
completely surprised to
receive a card, signed by
all. Aperitifs were offered in
the early evening when
President
Geoff
gave
sincere thanks to our Rally
Marshals for a very well

On the way to the show Bruce and Sue spotted
something embedded in this wall. Can you spot it?
We all enjoyed the North Norfolk coast and lovely
venues along the sea but the highlight had to be “The
End of the Pier Show” at Cromer. This was first class
entertainment of song, dance, comedy and magic.
Being a week long rally, we had ample time to relax on
site, with morning coffee turning into a sociable “coffee

organised rally.
We all then departed by coach to visit The Rotary Club
of Frome Selwood. A great evening ensued, closing
with a speech from the Lady President and thanks
from our President Geoff.

morning” and excellent food every evening. We even
enjoyed a cooked “full English” breakfast on Friday
morning, not to mention a John Bumfrey Boule
Competition, won by Maureen Smith and Geoff
Fewings.

We departed the next morning after sincerely thanking
Rally Marshals Phil and Roz, David and Jane for a
great Rally. (You must know the Weather Gods
personally!)

In all a very enjoyable rally, we shall be back!!

John Walgrove

PS "Did you ever find the key Barbara?"

Ex Rotarian

Philip Carey

HOLT RALLY
Thurs 18 July - Thurs 25 July
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FromeSelwood

33rd FAMILY RALLY
SOMERSET
26th. July – 2nd. August
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22 children, 13 caravans/ motorhomes  what do you
have?  why the 33rd. Family Rally. Judy, ably
supported by Clive and family have arranged this rally
for many years.
Sexey’s school is on the Somerset levels, an easy
reach from J .22 off the M5. The rally is on the school
field, with the benefit of swimming pool, toilets and
showers. It provides a secure area where the children
love riding their bikes on the tarmac playground area.
There is an annual theme  this year – "Out of this

Wookey Hole and Haldon Forest for Go Ape and
Mountain Biking!
Thursday afternoon was Space Games followed by a
Pig Roast and traditional Prize giving  no child was
left unrecognised.
The universal comment from the grandparents was
that they felt the children, aged from 5 to 15,
benefitted from playing with freedom in a safe
environment. Judy has lost count of the number of
children who have learnt to ride their bikes over the
years. We owe her a great debt of gratitude to her
hard work and persistence in arranging this rally over
so many years. So – come on you young at heart
grandparents  put the date of 24th. July in your diary
for 2020!
Stephen Segar

Cirencester

ASHBOURNE RALLY DERBYS
World – Space". Judy had foreseen the timing of the
Apollo 11 celebrations! Whilst the programme is well
established (the venue has been at Sexey’s since
1999!) we, the grandparents, owe a great deal to Judy
and her expert organisation.

16th-23rd August

A Welcome party on the first evening – with a not so
light supper, Gerard and Richard’s BBQ skills were
obvious on both the Saturday and traditional Bacon
Baps on the Sunday morning. This was followed by
Sports Day imaginatively arranged with a Space
theme by Beckie (Judy ‘s daughter) and Michael,

Is that our Vice President's caravan all
on its own?
Ashbourne continues to be no more than it ever was
and that is a bunch of ICFR members in a field in
Derbyshire. Our start on Friday 16th was ‘wet’. Rally
Marshals David Huxley and David Smith did a
fantastic job rescuing several outfits. David Huxley’s
Volvo proved to be a giant amongst vehicles  a little
like it’s owner amongst men!! The Volvo seemed
capable of towing any vehicle to safety. Thankfully
thereafter the weather was great and it made for yet
another idyllic time in the Derbyshire countryside.
followed by Cream Teas. I am not sure whether the
latter was for the benefit of the grandparents or the
children! Arthur Marrow, long term Mr. Pancake Man
made 2 appearances, and was duly mobbed by the
children! Monday, provided unusually good weather
for the sandcastle competition on Burnham beach.
This was followed by ice creams, and for some, a visit
to the pier penny arcade. Tuesday was a slow start,
shopping for some, followed by a Craft afternoon in
the party tent, and then a Chip supper. Wednesday,
as a free day enabled trips as varied as Diggerland,
NEWS & VIEWS

Ashbourne has moved into the 21st century and to my
horror this year the Eric Sawford metal bashed shelter
which has served this rally for decades has finally
gone to higher service. The prospect of sitting on the
outside of the shelter and having water dripping down
your neck has now been denied us as we now rely
entirely on the sparkling ICFR “Party Tent” It is
certainly luxury accommodation for us.
22 units attended the rally which has been going since
the mid 1970s. In all this time Peter and Glynis
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Spencer have been most generous in accommodating
us.
We all were greeted on Friday with the traditional Pie
and Pea supper with Pies from Brumpton’s at
Cotgrave. Saturday evening was devoted to our own
Barbecues and both nights we enjoyed a good
amount of fellowship together. Monday evening
sported another American Supper
Our entertainers broke loose this evening with Colin
Bradford orchestrating the whole evening in his usual
style with contributions from Elizabeth Wakefield with
yet another “Albert” adventure  this time all about his
“recumbent posture”. Songs and stories from Alex and

Anne Swailes and several songs from our Lady
President Maddie Bell ably supported by her guitar.
Yet another packed day for us all on Tuesday, our final

CAPITAL OF THE FENS
GUYHIRN CAMBRIDGESHIRE
12th-17th September
In my last report I remarked on the hot summer and
damp drizzle that welcomed us to Kent. What a
contrast welcomed us to Guyhirn. Clear blue skies and
warm sunshine greeted us at Ivan’s rally in
Cambridgeshire. The welcome was as warm as the
weather starting with tea and cake. At the delicious
buffet later that day we met up with old friends,
including our President and Vice President, and made
new ones.
The following morning we travelled to Wisbech for a
tour of Elgoods Brewery and its superb adjoining 4
acre garden. An enormous spread of sandwiches filled
us at lunchtime and we were encouraged to finish
them off at teatime (beertasting)! Could we eat
anything else during the evening hospitality – no
chance! Yet more food appeared for the American
supper on Saturday and also at the ‘end of rally’
dinner at a local pub. My wife had to ask for an extra
plate so she could reduce her helping of toadinthe
hole to an edible amount.
After a hearty thank you from the President, Barbara
and Ivan were asked, by all present, if they would
arrange the same sunny weather at their future rallies.
Ian Glenny

Newark

BULWICK
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
17th-22nd September

day of the Rally, with lunch at the Coach and Horses
at Fenny Bentley. Greetings were received from
Wendy Richardson and Frank and Gwen Matthews
joined us for lunch accompanied by Barbara Sawford.
The Bradfords and the Greens took home this years
quiz achievement award!!
David and Mary Huxley, David and Maureen Smith,
Bill Leslie and Ann Roberts were congratulated on
running yet another wonderful rally.
Charles Moore
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Trent Bridge

We arrived at the New Lodge Farm, a working farm
run by Sarah and Simon Singlehurst. The site is very
spacious with open views over rolling countryside. We
were welcomed by Rally Marshals John and Margaret
Warrack.
The site restaurant called the Dome provided us with
excellent home cooked meals throughout our stay,
beginning with a Hot Pot Supper, then breakfast, steak
on a hot lava rock and finally a fish and chip supper,
all depending on client choice.
We had the usual Hostilities ably organised by
Barbara and Ivan Palmer. An afternoon Boules
tournament organised by John Bumfrey which proved
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to be hotly contested. The pitch was specially mown
by the site owners and lawned as though it was
Wembley. John and June were the Chief Umpires with
Phil Cary assisting and Refereeing the final. This
contest proved to be very professional with scoring
boards, and an enthusiastic participation from
contestants and spectators. Tapes were out
measuring the finest of margins. The contest was
eventually won by David Shaw and Dot Swainston,
who beat Roz Cary and Mike Segon in a pulsating
final 1311. A lot of shouting from the side was firmly
controlled by the officials.
The afternoon was concluded by a Tea party with
Pimms, Scones Cakes and Tea provided by our hard
working Rally Marshals.
The next day we visited Broughton House, Near
Kettering. This was a hidden treasure with so many
items of priceless value, Tapestry, Paintings and China
etc on view. The guides who took us round were so
knowledgeable and informative. This made for another
highlight of the week.
To conclude this was an excellent rally well organised
by John and Margaret, ably assisted by Martin and
Julie Williams in a delightful area with weather which
could not be bettered.
David and Winifred Hatherall
Milton Keynes

Grand Union

COMBERTON
CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Day three was listed on the rally programme as a brisk
walk around the beautiful village of Grantchester
(scene of filming for the TV series of the same name)
but turned out to be more of a leisurely stroll with the
main aim of making it to the Red Lion for a "well
earned" pie and pint.
Evening entertainment was a vastly over subscribed
American Supper with copious amounts of "Morrisons
Executive" and "Waitrose Elite" being washed down
with quantities of good grape juice usually reserved for
the Loire Valley.
The non stop fellowship and good banter was
regularly interrupted by visits overhead from Spitfires,
Hurricanes, Rapide, Lysander, ME109 and various
UFO's practising for the upcoming Duxford Air Show
due to take place over the weekend. This free display
was much appreciated.
On the penultimate day, lips parched by the non stop
blazing sunshine had hardly finished the early morning
coffee when cars began zipping off in all directions to
explore destinations visited by fellow explorers on day
two.
Postcodes of major and much enjoyed attractions
were passing hands faster than a game of pass the
parcel in a Belfast pub.
The evening BBQ was held in yet more glorious
sunshine punctuated only with the crunching and
munching of locally sourced sausages and burgers
being enjoyed by everyone.

17th-22nd September
Located a mere 6 miles from the beautiful city of
Cambridge the immaculately manicured, spacious,
professionally run Highfield Farm Caravan Site proved
to be the perfect location for the Comberton rally.
The warmth of the welcome by our uber friendly hosts
Gwyn and Eileen was surpassed only by the warmth
of the much needed brew and the vast array of cakes
and bikkies.
First evening "meet and greet" get together in the rally
tent offered generous portions of cottage pie and fish
pie. The discussions of medical problems, vehicle
problems and in particular the myriad roadworks which
had sat navs communicating with NASA for constant
updates around the outskirts of Cambridge flowed
along with the wine.
Day two got off to the usual early morning coffee
"morning prayers". Then a free day to explore the
surrounding countryside as well as the main
attractions of Cambridge city centre, Botanical
Gardens, American War Cemetery and a good
NEWS & VIEWS

smattering of National Trust properties. The day was
rounded off with superbly arranged hospitality where
travellers from the four corners of ICFR kingdom met
for the well tried and trusted conviviality format.

With the daily temperature hovering around 22C the
decision to BBQ was yet another tick in the
"successfully arranged" day.
All too soon the final day of the rally dawned to much
groaning and moaning that 5 days is never enough to
enjoy all the features, the fellowship, the good food
(and wine), much over indulgence (and now the need
for a diet to undo all the damage). The final evening
meal was held at the local Golf Club. Incoming
President Bruce gave a smooth flowing, perfectly
presented overview of the week together with grateful
thanks and appreciation to our hugely overworked
Rally Marshals, Gwyn and Eileen, whose hard graft
manifested itself into one of the most enjoyable rallies
of the year. Well done you two.
Bill Leslie
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AUTUMN
FELLOWSHIP
LINCOLNSHIRE
22nd - 27th September
Over 120 members joined President Geoff at Ancaster
for the 2019 Autumn Fellowship. We were on a, new
to ICFR, site and I wonder if this was the reason we
had a high turnout of 70 units. The site of grassy
pitches, where we were in three groups, benefited
from a large lake and wood which made walks for
Millie our Cairn Terrier and her other doggy ICFR

The slightly damp weather did not spoil the good
fellowship enjoyed throughout the rally and the team
produced an excellent programme highlighted by a
walk from the site led by Barbara Roberts, a visit to
the incredible National Trust Belton House and a
coach trip to Lincoln. The Boules Tournament
organised by John Bumfrey was the only victim of the
weather and even that was completed later in good
weather which it shared on the Thursday with the
Brian Leverton Golf Competition (won by John
Wolfenden).
The entertainment was varied and enjoyable. It was
nice that on the opening night we were able to
concentrate on renewing old friendships. The next
night we had the organised hospitality (which worked).
On subsequent nights we enjoyed the talents of
comedian Ali James and a Last Night of the Proms
from the Newark Town Brass Band. On our last night
we were entertained by our very own Elderly Brothers
They belied their name by making us all feel young by
playing songs from our youth and persuading us on
the floor to dance the night away.
Thanks to all for your company. Here’s to the next
one.
Gerard Turley

AUTUMN TINTS

Swansea

CUMBRIA

19th - 15th October
friends particularly enjoyable. The facilities for catering
and meetings at Woody’s Bar were very good, and the
Gold beer superb.
At the Fellowship Meeting Margaret and John Warrack
were deserving recipients of the Sutcliffe Salver.
Well done to the Rally team ably led by Terry and
Carole Cooke, with the assistance of Bob and Jill
Bradley and a modest David Pilgrim. David had used
his exceptional wood turning skills to produce
commemorative mushrooms for all.

New members and firsttime ralliers Alan & Chris Glover and
Derek & June Poppleton receiving their commemorative
plaques from Geoff.

Having endured one of the wettest Septembers in
recent memory it was no surprise when overflying
migrating geese were seen to investigate a newly
formed lake (with causeway). Indeed a lonesome
drake was moved to set up home in the Lake Districts
latest attraction.....Wallace Water.(see photograph)
For the benefit of our Southern members the Preston
Guild only takes place every 20 years but ICFR
members on the rally were privileged to experience an
even rarer event...out of the morning mist there
appeared a hitherto unseen vision....Phyllis made
coffee morning!
Sunday lunch at the beautiful Gateway Hotel, a stones
throw from the site turned out to be another inspired
choice with delicious and nutritious food. The usual
vociferous banter and fellowship....yet again organised
by Colin and Kath to the high standards set in
previous years by Duncan and Ivy Dearden. Rally
Marshal and Rally Marshalesse fussing and ensuring
smooth running, so much so that the overall opinion is
'they must do it again next year'.
As most RMs will know organising hospitality can be
onerous but, yet again, this element of the Rally
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unfolded without a hitch and was particularly
appreciated by our newest members David and
Audrey as well as Totan and Thithu Nguyen.
Monday morning offered the choice of shopping, sight
seeing, a good lie in or a brisk walk around the Stavely
area. Not surprisingly numbers were few for the
walking as most ralliers were probably feeling the
effects of too much food, fellowship and hospitality.
The opportunity was taken by most to prepare for the
final dinner at the splendid Hydro Hotel.
First class food, superb entertainment by Alex and
Colin, followed by a recently written ditty thanking
everyone for attending sung by the copyright holders
our outstanding RMs Peter and Liz.
As expected our PE Bruce waxed lyrical about the
wonderful experience of the previous five days and
gave our heartfelt thanks (as well as a Geoff and
Maddy ding a ling bell.....will next year's emblem be
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Paul & Chris Quinlan
Merry Christmas and a great
New Year to all our friends
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Christine & Gerard Turley
Wishing everyone a Merry
Christmas & a Happy and
Healthy New Year

Paul & Jackie Sharman
Wishing all our ICFR friends
a Very Merry Chritmas & a
Healthy New Year

John & Linda Rogers
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We wish you all a Very Merry
Christmas and a Happy 2020

Fran & John Allen

Alan Kemp

Wishing everyone a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year

Nadolig Llawen a phob hwyl
ar gyfer 2020  Happy
Christmas and Best Wishes
for 2020
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ABROAD

Chateau Villandry

RETURN TO THE VALLEY OF
THE KINGS
LOIRE VALLEY
27th August - 8th September
The 12 day rally was held at the beautiful Le Moulin
Fort campsite, nestling on the banks of the river Cher,
deep in the Loire valley, France. The nearest town is
Chenonceaux . The weather was to be dry, sunny and
hot throughout!
After gently winding our way down to Chenonceaux,
we arrived at the site, to be warmly greeted by Rally
Marshals Stewart and Eileen Gilbert, together with
their assistants Robin and Alison Levin. During the
afternoon many other ralliers arrived, in time for our
first social gathering, called the ‘The Sundowner’.
Plenty of wine was available, and after Stewart’s
words of welcome, we all relocated to the Campsite
bar/restaurant to be served with a delicious welcome
meal. There was plenty of banter only to be
interrupted by the campsite owner John, and his Wife

Sarah, who warmly welcomed us to what has been
their home/business for nineteen years.
After a good night’s sleep, we had a gentle walk to
Page 24

Chenonceaux, where we had coffee. The rest of the
day was free until the Sundowner gathering at six
during which there was a draw
to organise small social
gatherings for later in the
evening. This was a very good
idea as it meant that we all
mixed up and didn’t see the
same people every night! It
worked very well.
The next day was free until
Sundowner
followed
by
surprise entertainment by our
Musical Director Colin
Bradford assisted ably
by Stewart on guitar
and John Loran on
Ukulele.
The
trio
provided us with a very
jolly evening. Watch out View from our site
Elderly Brothers, you looking over the River
Cher
may have competition!
What a talent Colin has. Is there nothing he can’t
play? (Yes – the Great Highland Bagpipes!) Comment
from the Editor.
After another good sleep, the following day Sarah
conducted a longer walk through woods and fields to a
local Vineyard. Where, after many tastings
our walkers purchased the offerings that
were later delivered to our site in a van. The
Sundowner General asked everyone to
come in colourful dress that evening. Prizes
were won by Nita Martin and Norman
Andrews.
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The following day the knockout Boules tournament
commenced. This was eventually won in great style by
Anne and George Horsfield.

quite close to our site, to the ancient monument of

There was a written quiz over several nights. The
Greens and the Walgroves won the main quiz but they
were pipped to the post overall by the Martins and the
Rogers who knew a little more about Eurovision!
John and Sarah put on a BBQ plus live entertainment
in the bar. This was an excellent evening, with much
good banter, dancing and of course, wine!
Another day we boarded a small boat to cruise the
Cher to arrive at the
historic Chateau de
Chenonceau that we
had earlier visited
on foot on a group
ticket.
Very
peaceful. We then
had a group BBQ
back at camp.
Most ralliers visited the Villandry Chateau some 35
miles away. Here we met, by arrangement, members
of the other French rally from Saumur, led by Arthur
and Maggie Ambrose. A happy time!
Our rally ended with a meal at the camp bar/
restaurant, where thanks were given on behalf of all
by Alan Martin.
My personal thanks to the Rally Marshals for all your
hard work in organising a truly memorable rally
John Walgrove

Ex Rotarian

VANNES/SAUMUR/
BAYEUX
FRANCE
30th August - 14th
September
A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME
With ancient monuments to visit, historical relics to
wonder at, with delicious French food and wine to
sample…what more do you want ?
All you needed to do was to bring a group of like
minded ICFR members together to really take
advantage of the opportunities that Arthur and Maggie
had put together. As Rally Marshals they provided an
exciting programme, well supported by Derrick and
Sheila as Assistant RM’s. Fun and fellowship was high
on the list with regular hospitality, including three very
successful “safari suppers”.
From the busy oyster festival in Arradon, happening
NEWS & VIEWS

standing stones (all 3000 of them) at Carnac, the
introduction of “BBC.”….no it was not a broadcast, but
a new game that Maggie had found on the internet.
We are talking about “Baguettes, Berets and
Croissants”  a participating game of throwing skills
not unlike the French game of boules, but with rubber
croissants, rubber baguettes and typical French
berets! The skill was to land the items within three laid
out circles on the ground, some distance apart to
score. Excited members fought very competitively for
a place in the following rounds for the title of “BBC
King or Queen” to be awarded at Bayeux. Wild
anticipation was apparent as John
Mold went ahead to win the title
as the outright winner. He was
duly presented with his prize by
our very French looking ARM
Derrick who umpired the game
with tenacity ! Please watch this
space for a possible
re
enactment of this game at future
rallies.
Our rally included:
• Carnac stones  made Stonehenge appear small
• The very old town of Vannes, with its sea location
• The delights of Saumur on the Loire
• A wonderful evening of wine tasting (hic !)
• The splendours of the chateau at Villandry, where
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we met up with
Chenonceaux rally

ICFR

friends

on

the

• A fascinating guided walk around Bayeux, with the
world famous tapestry display nearby
and a
magnificent cathedral
• ……to all of the fun and laughter as we “quaffed”
our way through copious quantities of wine !

Congratulations!
As we approach the festive season, Ann & I
have a milestone to celebrate in December in
the form of our Diamond Wedding

Finally we did not forget the lives lost on the beaches
near Arromanche, where we were able to visit the
museum and remember the atrocities of war.
All made possible by an excellent three site rally in a
warm and sunny Brittany and Normandy. We are
already looking forward to the next one that Arthur and
Maggie organise.
Martin & Julie Williams
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Anniversary. In 1987 we joined ICFR having
spent many happy holidays with the Family
caravanning. Since joining we have met
many friends and enjoyed their fellowship
while rallying both at home and overseas.
During this period we ourselves have run
several rallies in our own region and
participated in assisting and organising
Autumn fellowship and annual general
meetings in the North of England. Some 5
years ago we ceased caravanning but keep
in touch through the News & Views and
remaining members of the Fellowship. We
wish everyone all the very best for the season
and forth coming year.
Kind Regards Tom Heyes

Alan & Nita Martin
Happy Christmas to one
and all

Congratulations also to:
John Lomax who reached 90 years of age on
16th Nov and Diana, his wife, who will be the
same age on 16th January 2020
also
Clifford Dorling 90 years young on 25th April
2020

Geoff & Brenda Fewings
We wish our ICFR friends a
Merry Christmas and Healthy
caravanning in 2020
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Shrewsbury AGM Rally
Tongue in cheek report on the Boules Competition
On an overcast Saturday a field of 28 players gathered together on the prestigious pitches at the West Midlands
Show Ground. Why? Well to participate in the eagerly awaited Boules contest. International competitors were in
abundance – namely Dot and Richard Swainston, Jane and David Mack who have each represented Rotary in
Javea, Spain. Also present were Ralph and Valja from South Africa and a number of winners from Rallies
throughout the British Isles and overseas.
This was a keenly fought competition – the biggest opponent being the FA Cup final. Why must they have two
major events running at the same time? The spectators were overcome with anticipation but there were many
complaints that there were no hotdogs or popcorn to be found anywhere. A comment from the crowd enquiring
what was the team uniform supposed to be since most of the attire was smart casual. It was suggested a
sponsor should be found to cover the costs. One suggestion was to approach the Racing Pigeon Fanciers
Association. They are all ‘fly by nights’!
All legs were bitterly fought but due to most of the crowd leaving to go to see the Eurovision Song Contest the
final was delayed until the Sunday.
The day of the much anticipated final was somewhat chilly and overcast. The crowd arrived in their hundreds to
see this needle match. I must visit the optician soon – I’ve been ignoring their reminder letters for year.
Michael and Barbara Segon arrived immediately after coffee. Their competitors John and Doris Sadler were
nowhere to be found. Mr and Mrs Segon claimed that they should be declared winners as their opponents had
not turned up. The crowd were waiting to see blood drawn. However the Sadlers were on official business and
the complaint was withdrawn.
The Segons won the toss and played first. The crowd claimed Mrs Segon had flattened the pitch beforehand by
walking up and down but Mrs Segon protested that she was breaking in her new bowling shoes. The complaint
was withdrawn.
Much was made of the coldness of the day by Mrs. Sadler, requesting that if anyone had any thermal knickers to
spare. Someone offered a pair of thongs which she could go and retrieve from their laundry basket. The umpire
said enough time had been wasted already and to just get on with it. At the start of play Mr. Sadler enquired if
there was a handicap system in operation, as Mr Segon was closer to the ground than Mr. Sadler. The umpire
declared that Mrs. Sadler was also closer to the ground therefore it was declared a level competition. Mrs.
Segon was heard to comment how often Mrs. Sadler left the pitch to seek advice from the President’s wife, Mrs.
Maddie Bell. The rules state NO COACHING ALLOWED DURING MATCHES to which Mrs. Sadler commented
that she had never played before and how was she supposed to know all this stuff.
The match duly continued, which was very nip and tuck all the way. At one point the Segons were down by 4
shots but upon reaching a score of 1211 the Segons shot 2 to seal the score and win the match. The
competitors finished by grabbing each other warmly around the throats and were congratulated by the President
Mr. Geoff Bell and Mrs. Maddie Bell who had just returned, having changed into something warm after turning
blue (nothing to do with the flowers – bluebells!)
They were congratulated by the organisers for their great play. Mr. Philip Cary, one of the assistants assistants,
was not present at the final moments as he had to rush off and find out the results of the Eurovision Song
Contest.
Prizes will, no doubt, be given at the Autumn Fellowship, if they can get some money out of the Racing Pigeon
Fanciers Association. The winners were presented with a bottle of Aldi (BOGOF) red wine and were last seen
celebrating with a cup of tea and a garibaldi at the Spotted Cow.
Yours in fun and fellowship June Bumfrey
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Nuts
Girls you can now check his nuts just by looking at them! No need to torque (to) them anymore! Just slip on
these nut covers with all arrows pointing to the axle and you’re ready to go. If any start to undo you can spot this
at a glance.
Hopefully this will prevent you losing a wheel  as we did coming down the Simplon Pass into Brig on Derek
Sanders’ excellent 2014 3 Lakes Rally. Make sure he torques them first, though and do remember to have a
peek at them now and then.
Perhaps we can now go back to Brig and experience the Grimsel Pass with the van on the back this time 
rather than having to leave it behind as we had to in 2014.
Robin and Alison Levin

Phil & Ros Cary
Happy Christmas and Good
Caravanning in 2010

Ben Flude
Merry Christmas to all ICFR
friends and a Great New
Year
John & Ann Hackney
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Wadalig Llawen a Blwyddyn
Wewyd
Dda.
Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year
John & Margaret Warrack
A Very Happy Christmas and
New Year to you all
Winter 2019/20
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Cliff & Rosemary Dorling
Greeting to all our friends 
for Christmas and the New
Year

Bruce & Sue Liddle
Happy Christmas and a
healthy and enjoyable
caravanning 2020 to all
members
Bob & Jill Bradley
To all our ICFR friends 
Good Wishes for Christmas
and 2020

John & June Bumfrey
A Very Merry Christmas and
a Healthy New Year

Ted & Ann Walmsley
Best wishes to our friends in
ICFR
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Wishing all our ICFR friends
a Happy Christmas and a
Healthy New Year

John Jones
A Very Merry Christmas and
New Year and thank you all
for your fellowship

Colin & Kathleen Bradford
We wish all our friends in
ICFR a Very Happy
Christmas anda Healthy New
Year

Pat & Bruce Wallace
Wishing you and your families
every blessing for Christmas
and for a wonderful year in
ICFR

Dave & Brenda Campbell
Wishing all our ICFR friends
a Very Happy Christmas and
wonderful rallying in 2020
Mike Tebbutt
Best wishes to all my "old"
and new Rotary friends
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Family Fun at the 2019 Family
'Space' Rally
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LETTERS AND ARTICLES
Paul Harris Sapphire Pin
On Sunday 26th May this year your Editor Elect was, for a few minutes, speechless. I was the contact between
our club Beeston and our twin club Tuttlingen in South Germany. We meet up every two years and in May they
came to visit us. The programme was organised by myself and did not include what happened on the day of
their departure. I was invited to come forward by Tuttlingen's President Adrian Gibson and was presented with a
small wrapped box. On being encouraged to unwrap this small package I was staggered to find a PH Sapphire
Badge inside. President Adrian explained that his members had agreed that I should be awarded this honour
because of my support and commitment towards maintaining the link between our clubs.

Immediate Past President Ingo Fauser from the
Rotary Club of Tuttlingen (on left) presents a Paul
Harris Fellow Award to President Adrian Gibson
with club member Jan Kewer looking on.

WONDERFUL
FELLOWSHIP IN
FRANCE
Having been called “caravanning
virgins” by my sister before leaving
Wales we knew had a lot to learn –
and did we just. Ian and I decided
to trade up from a motorhome to a
caravan just weeks before the start
of our very first ICFR rally to
France, so it was fair to say I was
a little nervous about the trip.
Ian and I reached the campsite in
Vannes on the first day of rally
after a long tiring journey much
later than we anticipated. Traffic
holdups and then the dipping sun
made the journey difficult, so we
arrived feeling very relieved that
we had finally reached our first
destination on the rally. Rotary
hospitality was just beginning to
break up but on seeing two weary
Rotarians just arriving a few
heroes sprang into action.
We

introduced

ourselves
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and

President Adrian and Bruce looking very
pleased with themselves!!

mentioned this was only the
second outing with the caravan,
and asked if someone would
oversee
us
unhitching
the
caravan. Arthur Ambrose, Derrick
Sanders and Alan Kemp quickly
took charge of the situation. With
great skill they set about siting our
caravan into a pretty tight space,
fetching water and finding power
sockets etc. The ladies weren’t
idol either; Maggie and Sheila
ensured we had wine and food
within a few minutes and then
introduced us to the rest of the
rally members.
All I can say is that was fellowship
in the truest sense.
The next morning it was time to
tackle the awning. Again, help
was at hand – even if it took most
of the morning to put up and it
looked
a
little
dishevelled
afterwards! We laughed and we
learnt a lot but most importantly we
made
great
friends.
These
gentlemen and ladies kept a watch
on us throughout the rally and
were always happy to answer any
Winter 2019/20

of our questions.
By the time we reached our final
destination in Bayeaux we had
certainly gained quite a bit of
experience and I am happy to
report that at the end of the 15 day
rally we didn’t need to refer to
ourselves as “caravan virgins”.
I would like to say a huge thank
you to Arthur, Derrick and Alan.
Jocelyn Phillips, lanelli Rotary
Club and Ian Phillips, Pembrey &
Burry Port Rotary Club

Barbara's Story
Back in 1962, the younger
members of the Red Cross in
Norwich including Michael and
myself were fed up with being with
the ‘old fogies’ all the time and
decided to form a new youth
detachment.
We
were
very
enthusiastic and active in first aid,
training and covering sporting
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events, running cadet units, we
even redecorated several rooms in
the Red Cross Headquarters. We
also had a strong social side which
included a six week course in Barn
Dancing.
In November 1964, a fireworks
party was arranged on the family
farm of one of our members. I
decided to go dressed as a guy,

wearing my dad’s boiler suit, scarf
and cap. We travelled in my
(eventually to be) brotherinlaw’s*
Hillman Minx. Shortly before
reaching the farm, I climbed into
the boot. When we arrived, the
boot was opened, and farmer
Reggie, thinking I was a real guy,
stepped forward with his pitchfork
fully intending to toss me onto the
bonfire. It required two or three of
our members who were in the
know to pounce on him and stop
my incineration, allowing me to
enjoy a wonderful evening which
ended with a barn dance in a real
barn.
*This group turned out to be a
prolific marriage bureau with five
marriages in 1966, including
myself and my sister.
Barbara Segon

The Bank Needs
You
In 1962 I joined a major Bank in
the UK. I was very fortunate that
the bank had moved into the 20th
century as in olden times the
opportunity to join a Bank was only
by being articled, unpaid and
expected to provide 7lbs of coal a
week to keep the fire going in the
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Managers office, smacks
upstairs downstairs to me.

of

When I started work at the first
branch there were 7 on the staff
and I became number 7, the
lowest of the low, pushing
everybody up 1 place until they
reached the person who had been
promoted out of the branch.
My first recollection was of a very
orderly business which worked by
the clock, opening on time and
closing on the dot of 3.30pm. Then
it was a mad dash to get the
paperwork done, balance the tills
and get the post to the Post Office
(the post was carried to the Post
Office by the junior in a Gladstone
bag attached to a chain which
went up his sleeve and secured
around his waist) before we could
put our coats on and leave for the
day.
Our bank was to have a new safe
door. It was to come on a lorry
from Bristol.
Utter secrecy for
obvious reasons as the safe would
be vulnerable whilst the old door
was removed and the new one
installed complete with ‘new
fangled’
combination
locks.
Imagine the Managers’ horror
when he received the local paper
with the headline “SAFE DOOR
FOR LOCAL BANK IN ACCIDENT
ON STEEP HILL” accompanied by
a large photo of the offending lorry
with safe door much in evidence
on it. So much for not letting
anybody know  particularly as we
were the only Bank in town.
On the 16th January 1963 (A
Saturday) it snowed all night over
frozen rain and with a strong wind
formed huge snow drifts up to 16
feet tall, one snow drift was so
high when walking over the top of
it we could touch the telephone
wires on the tops of their poles.
On the Monday 2 of us who lived
14 miles from the Bank drove
some of the way until we ploughed
into a snow drift then walked into
the Branch soaked to the waist
and
carrying
suitcases
(no
rucksacks for us as we thought we
would drive all the way) just as the
Search and Rescue helicopter
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arrived bringing food supplies. We
had a difficult job persuading
people that we had walked. We
stayed with the Manager and his
wife in their flat over the Bank for a
week and were driven back to our
car which we had left buried in a
snow drift and now had to dig out
before we could drive home. For
the next few weeks we had to
drive through large snow drifts
which had channels cut through
with passing places for cars to
pass. I remember well that there
was still a small amount of snow
on the verges as late as early
June.
I very much enjoyed my first 2
years with the Bank at that branch
but was then promoted to another
branch which was essentially in a
farming community. We had a big
sheep fair where it seemed the
whole of the West Country arrived
with their sheep to sell and then
promptly bought more to take
home. My new Manager also had
a flat over the bank and kept his
hunting horse in a stable in the
back yard. Nowadays it would be a
garage for his car!
We were
opening for the morning on
Saturdays and we could wear a
Jacket and Slacks instead of a 3
piece suit. I was told that the
reason for this relax in dress code
was because in times past a Bank
Manager was expected to wear a
morning coat and pinstriped
trousers, so that on a Saturday he
would attend the Bank in his
morning coat but instead of
pinstripes he would substitute
jodhpurs and then spend the
morning sat behind his desk so
that they wouldn’t show! As soon
as the Bank closed, he would
swap his coat for his Hunting
jacket and off he would go.
My next branch was in a less rural
area and had a thriving business
community
including
a
ship
builders. We were very fortunate to
be able to watch the launch of the
replica Mayflower galleon in the
late 60’s. I was privileged to know
the craftsman who built the stern
lantern. When the lantern was
stood on dry land it was huge. It
was whilst at this branch that I
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asked Marilyn to marry me. I not only had to ask her
fathers’ permission to marry but because I was
considered young for such an undertaking as
marriage, I had to seek the approval of the Banks’
Staff Manager in Head Office as well. Fortunately for
me Marilyn accepted, and her Dad and the Staff
Manager both gave their consent.
I stayed with the Bank for 18 years moving from
branch to branch with promotions and in that time had
many adventures and ups and downs but possibly
more of them another time. Along the way I did work
for a Captain Mainwaring, but not an Uncle Arthur,
however, in the early days I often felt sorry for Pike!
Len Boudier

Then comes the great day. We set off from
Shrewsbury AGM for Folkestone and the Tunnel,
when on the M20 Barbara falls ill with a mild stroke. I
don’t propose to go into details, those members who
have personal knowledge will know what I am talking
about.
Barbara is off for 24 hours in Ashford hospital, and I
cancel all our plans, overseas travel is not an option.
Then I ring Derek Rogers explain the situation and we
come up with a plan. Then my assistant rally marshal,
Peter Berry who thought he had an easy job, was
thrown in the Deep End.

Evesham

"The best laid plans of mice
and men"
Editors comment ‐ I had to ﬁt some Sco ish inﬂuence into
this magazine somewhere didn't I!!!

"Can I tell you a story?"
As a regular Convention goer from my early days in
Rotary, starting in 1997 Glasgow, followed by
Barcelona 2002, Copenhagen and Malmo in 2006,
2009 at short notice we slipped in Birmingham,
followed by Lisbon 2013, and the plan was Hamburg
2019. It can be seen we attended European
Conventions, the reasoning is two fold, we use a
caravan and now we have a dog.
June 2017 Barbara and I set off to see if Hamburg
was practicable, we know Germany quite well, our
daughter did a years exchange near Bremen, and we
holidayed there often.
My first campsite by the River Elbe and a town called
Winsen (Luhe) was some way outside Hamburg. On
visiting the local Rotary Club I made contact with the
Secretary of the German RV fellowship, they had no
plans for the convention so I said I would organise it.
The second site was a suburb of Hamburg Schnelsen
wonderful, next door to IKEA 10 miles from the
convention centre with bus and underground nearby.
What could be better.
So an application was made to run a small informal
rally to Convention. The plan was for 15 vans but I
was asked to increase this to 20 so I agreed.
Convention involves the Host committee arranging
evening functions, so the days are full and the nights
as well. Not a lot to do as rally marshal.
Booking forms duly arranged and submitted, we had
13 applications including 3 new members of ICFR,
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One couple cancelled in February and now we are
twelve. I had to make a decision on a cut off date
when no further applications would be accepted.

He is travelling out overnight  Harwich to the Hook 
on Friday. We arrange to meet, so now we need a
campsite near Harwich on a bank holiday weekend.
No chance until we meet a kind lady who, although
full, says we can have a non electric pitch. Wonderful.
Barbara is released from hospital to home with minor
restrictions, we are just taking a few days to recover.
Friday we duly meet Peter at Harwich in Morrison’s
Car park on the way to ferry terminal. Brilliant we hand
over all the goods we are taking to Hamburg. Thank
you Peter Berry & Catriona. I must telephone Derek
and say he is no longer required for transporting
equipment.
This is the story of the 2019 Rotary Convention, now
we look forward to 2023 Warsaw. What can go wrong?
Ivan Palmer

eClub of East Anglia

To wee or not to wee?
Gentlemen, I have a problem. Gentlemen perhaps you
have the same problem. The problem is having a wee.
No, nothing to do with prostate glands, this is much
more prosaic and it’s all down to short trouser zips.
Many years ago when trouser waists nearly reached
ones armpits and braces were the norm, although
some men used belts as well, zips hadn’t been
invented and buttons were the usual mode of closing
ones flies. These buttons often took a long time to
undo and do up but when undone, if my memory
serves me rightly, there was lots of room to insert ones
hand at the urinal. But along came the zip. At first all
was fine, the zips were long and one was able to have
a wee without a problem. Fashion then took a hand,
trouser waists became lower and zips got a lot shorter.
Personally I have seen zips reduced from 7½ inches
to 5½ inches. Now, when entering a toilet it is
impossible to insert ones hand into the gap permitted
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by the open zip. So one is obliged
to undo the trouser waist
fastening, maybe a button maybe
a type of hook. All well and good
you might say but this does leave
one in danger of ones trousers
falling to ones ankles. Not a
position one want’s to attain in a
public lavatory.
What to do to alleviate this
problem? Scotsmen have an
immediate answer, wear a kilt – no
problem. The Welsh and the Irish
could also use the same mode of
dress although the kilt is not as
prevalent as it is in Scotland. The
English however have no such
salvation. Maybe the answer is
made to measure trousers with a
specific request for extralong zips
or buttons dependant on the size
of one’s hand.
The universal answer to all this is
of course to find a cubicle and sit
down, relax and have a hands free
wee. All this talk of lavatories
reminds me of a story. A
gentlemen was bemoaning the
shortage of places to have a wee
in his village and was advised to
bring the problem to the attention
of the local council. He was also
advised to use the correct
terminology. Not somewhere to
have a wee but a urinal. He took
note of this advice and when
addressing the council put forward
his plea for a urinal in the village.
He spoilt the effect by having a
sudden brain storm and asked for
an
arsenal
as
well.
John Hackney

Dolgellau

Essential
caravanners toolkit
Terry Lonsdale
If it moves and it shouldn't 
use gaffer tape
If it doesn't move and it should 
use WD40
If it doesn't fit and it should  use a
hammer
What can I drive/tow check https://
www.gov.uk/viewdrivinglicence
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Purple
CommunityFund
I am sure many of you have been
involved in collecting various items
for charity projects, milk bottle
tops, stamps and tin cans to
mention but a few. What I am
asking you to keep is “Ring Pulls”
these are the little rings on the top
of drinks cans that enable you to

open them. A wonderful project
call the “Purple Community Fund”
send these to an organization in
Manila, Philipines which makes
them into various items (see
attached photo). If you want more
information on the project google
“The Purple Community Fund”. So
why not get your friends and
relatives to collect these small
items and bring them along to the
2 annual ICFR rallies and I will get
them to the right place. Thanks for
your support on behalf of PCF.
John Sadler Huntingdon Cromwell

Tow or not to Tow 
Diesel v Petrol
For the last 20 years I, like many
others, changed from petrol to
diesel engined cars for the extra
torque for towing and their better
economy. However, due to the
latest changes in attitudes and the
government stance on alienating
diesel engines, I started thinking of
going back to petrol, especially as
my driving needs had changed.
Having moved from Kent to a rural
Somerset village I was no longer
making
daily
journeys
on
motorways and covering up to 15K
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miles per year, so according to all
the current advice I was reading
my motoring style was now suited
more to a petrol (or hybrid) engine
vehicle, rather than a modern
diesel with all the latest emissions
equipment fitted. The seed was
sown!
My last 3 cars (since 2014) have
been Kia Sorento’s (and before
that 7 years with a Hyundai Santa
Fe). These models are only
available with diesel engines, so I
couldn’t stay with the marque. My
early enquiries revealed that the
monthly depreciation on my
current 2 year old diesel Sorento
was greater than the finance
repayment I was making! Dealer
quote; “Its because its diesel sir”.
This spurred me into action
seeking a petrol replacement
whilst I still had equity in the car.
I immediately ruled out electric and
hybrid cars as there wasn’t one
that I could find that had 7 seats,
was 4x4 and could tow a caravan
of our weight (that I could afford!).
I spent hours reading reviews and
comparing engine outputs, (brake
horsepower (BHP) and torque
figures)). I feared that what I
recalled as the characteristics of a
petrol engine back in the 80’s and
90’s (high revving and full power
towards the upper rev band) with
poor economy, would not be
sufficient to tow my 1600kg
caravan in the relaxed way I have
become accustomed to with a
diesel. My shortlist ended up being
just 2 cars – both with the same
engine as they are in the VAG
group – the Volkswagen Tiguan
Allspace and the Skoda Kodiaq 
the latter of the 2 being new on the
market and winning many awards.
I eventually struck a good deal on
a Kodiaq 4x4 with a 2.0 petrol
turbo engine (TSI) and the DSG
automatic gearbox. The closest
match to the Sorento but with a
petrol engine. However I had not
been able to test drive this
particular
configuration
as
production had been halted whilst
the engine was upgraded from
180bhp to 190bhp. I had only
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driven a 1.5 petrol model – and
was impressed.
I didn’t need to worry because as
soon as I drove my car away from
the dealer I noticed how much the
characteristics of a modern petrol
engine now match a diesel. I
expected the engine to need high
revs to move forward at a decent
pace and anticipated towing to be
a real pain and the car generally to
be much less economical. Neither
of which has proven to be true.
With a diesel engine most of the
power is delivered between 1500
and 2500rpm with maximum revs
being around 4500rpm, which you
rarely need to accelerate to. In the
Sorento this equated to running at
60mph at around 1800 rpm in 6th
gear (auto). Well, in the Kodiaq I
have been really surprised to find it
is about the same.
Towing I really expected to need
all the revs of the petrol engine
and go up to 56000rpm to get the
car and ‘van moving, but this is not
the case. The torque of a modern
petrol engine has been developed
(certainly in this 2.0 TSI unit) to be
useable at around the same rev
range and I often see the
speedometer reading 60mph with
the revs around 1700rpm with the
auto in 7th gear, (without the
caravan but at times it is not far off
but perhaps in 6th gear with the
‘van). At this time the car is nigh on
silent – so much so I consider it to
be equivalent to an electric car!
As for the economy I am really
surprised and pleased to say I am
not
finding
any
noticeable
difference from the diesel Sorento.
I mostly got about 34mpg solo with
an occasional 3840mpg on a long
run and 23/24 towing the ‘van. The
Kodiaq is returning about the
same. The main difference is that it
is quieter, smoother and the ride
more composed. It was also £1500
cheaper than the diesel equivalent,
cheaper to insure, costs less to
service and on most forecourts
petrol is cheaper than diesel (and
less smelly!). Am I happy – you bet
I am.
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I am sharing my experience in
case any of you have also thought
of moving away from diesel but
fear the power of a petrol car will
be inferior to the diesel engine you
currently tow with. Do your
homework well and you may be
surprised – like me.
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Mike & Freda Parkinson
To all our ICFR friends
wishing you all a Very Happy
Christmas and a Prosperous
New Year
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John & Dot Edwards
Best Wishes for a Very Happy
Christmas and a successful New
Year to all our friends in ICFR. See
you in a field somewhere in 2020

Gwyn & Eileen Weallans
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new rallying season
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spotted whilst at the Holt Rugby Club enjoying
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IN MEMORIAM
Jean Bills

East Anglia

October 2019

Graham Roberts

S Central

July 2019

Graham Furley

SW Midlands

May 2019

David Richardson

Scotland & N East

April 2019

Tony Charlesworth

SW Midlands

March 2019

Graham Hay

Scotland & N East

February 2019

Linda Harvey

E Anglia

January 2019

Jean Powell

S Wales

November 2018

Anne Pearce

NW Midlands

November 2018

John Dickinson

SE East

October 2018

Happy Memories
25 years ago Frank and I went on our first wine rally with Jim Lyddon and this October we decided we would take a nostalgic
trip starting at Beaune (originally our 3rd stop). The campsite hedges have grown and they now have a cafe but otherwise very
similar. Back in 1994 Hayden and Wendy Jones from Aberystwyth introduced us to a lovely little restaurant run by Claude
(with the handlebar moustache) which we’ve used a few times since, and it’s still there looking slightly more upmarket now but
unfortunately closed for their annual vacation.
We then moved to the Macon area, unfortunately Fleurie campsite was closed but Clair, at the cave cooperative at Vinzelles,
was more than happy for us to stop overnight on their car park. The tastings were as generous as ever and a few boxes found
their way into the van.
Our 3rd wine stop was Sancerre and once again the campsite was shut, the camper site in Sancerre is now a garden and the
rain was tipping down so it was a quick visit to a winery then lunch. We decided to visit the restaurant in St Satur, where 25
years ago we had enjoyed a final rally meal, still as rustic but good honest fresh food.
This trip evoked many happy memories of so many friendships made during the rally, but also great sadness that quite a
number are no longer with us or have stopped caravanning.
Happy Days Pat Seals
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nominations have been received by the normal

FORMAL BUSINESS

Precise wording covered in the Appendix below. Note
that this will require twothirds of those voting in favour
to be accepted.
8. Officers and Executive elected for 2020/21

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

1. Election and Approval of the Officers and
Executive for 20202021.

SPRING FELLOWSHIP RALLY
FROME

Nominations will be advised at least 6 weeks prior to
the AGM. See also Appendix below.

SATURDAY 16TH MAY 2020

2.
Announcement
2020/2021

AGENDA
1. In memorium

3.
Confirm
2020/2021

2. Apologies

of

Trustees,

Honorary

Members,

9. Request Tellers to destroy voting papers.

3. Report from the Rally Marshal
4. Approval of minutes from previous AGM:
arising from minutes

deadline.

Matters

10. Any other business as notified earlier
11. Vote of thanks

5. Reports from:
12. Date,time & place of the next AGM

1. The President

The conduct of the AGM shall be in accordance with
Rule Appendix RA1 of ICFR Rules & Regulations.

2.The Vice President
3. The Secretary

A Summary of the minutes from the previous AGM of
ICFR at Shrewsbury, 2019, are published in News &
Views.

4. Treasurer:
4.1 Present 2019 accounts for approval
4.2 Recommend the Subsciption for 2021
4.3 Recommend & Approve Auditor for 2021
5. Membership Secretary

MINUTES OF ICFR ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
SHREWSBURY SHOWGROUND,
Saturday 18th May 2019.

6. Editor
7. Programme Secretary

1. President Geoff welcomed over 100 members to
the AGM. Apologies had been received from:

8. International Liaison Officer

Jill and Rex Andrews; Rosemary and Cliff Dorling;
Maureen and Malcolm Dungworth; Barbara and Brian
Froggatt; Paula Howard; Shirley and John Neave;
Andrew Palmer; Pauline and Theo Sakkers; David
and Jeanne Shaw; Julie and Martin Williams.

9. IT Secretary
10. Public Relations
11. Equipment and Sales

7. Constitution

2. The meeting remembered in silence those
members who have passed away since last year’s
Autumn, Fellowship meeting:

The Executive Committee are proposing a minor
change to the Constitution with regard to the
nomination
process for Officers and Committee
members, to cover situations where no formal

Tony Charlesworth SW Midlands; John Dickinson
SE East;
Graham Furley SW Midlands; Linda
Harvey E Anglia; Graham Hay Scotland & N East ;
Margaret Henry
SE East; Anne Pearce NW

6. Appointment of Tellers
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Midlands; Jean Powell S Wales David Richardson
Scotland & N East.
Derrick

eligible for certain Officer posts  and if the first
Resolution is approved, then of course that specified
group of members who are currently Associates would
also be eligible for these Officer posts.)

65 units on site, with 2 arriving later; 125 individual
members but no first time ralliers.

Current FULL MEMBERS are eligible to vote on this
Resolution, and for it to be carried, it will require
support from 2/3 of those Full Members.

4. Approval of minutes from 2018 AGM at Banham
 Proposed Mike Smith, seconded Tim Hadrill,

President offered an opportunity for discussion, and
the resolutions were put to the vote.

All in favour  No Matters arising.

Both Resolutions were formally accepted with clear
majority as required, and thus the Constitution is
amended appropriately.
(Detail wording will be
embodied in due course.

3. Report from the Rally Marshal
Sanders.



5. Appointment of Tellers.
PP John Warrack and Past Treasurer Paul Quinlan
appointed.

6. Reports:

6. Revision of Membership Categories.

1. President Geoff Bell.

President Geoff advised that there had been further
consideration by the Executive of the original proposal
that had been circulated in advance, such that it was
considered to be able to make the proposal more
concise and easier to understand, but also beneficial
to split it into two different elements.
Hence the formal proposal be split into 2
amended as below –

and

THE FIRST RESOLUTION TO BE CONSIDERED IS:
“That the Constitution be amended so that if you join
as a Full Member you remain as a Full Member.”
(Full Members are defined in the Constitution as
Rotarians and their spouses, and Life Members. This
Resolution would effectively mean that Rotarian Full
Members (and their spouses) who have ceased to be
Rotarians, and widow(er)s and domestic partners
would remain as Full Members as opposed to the
current arrangement whereby they are Associate
Members.
The significant difference is that Full
Members can vote at AGM’s, can propose fellow
Rotarian Full Members to Officer posts, and can
assume Committee posts themselves. )
Current FULL MEMBERS would be eligible to vote on
this Resolution, and for it to be carried, it will require
support from 2/3 of those Full Members.

Rallies
Very many thanks to all of you for attending this AGM.
We are of course, at another new location and this
appears again to have encouraged many of you to
attend. Our thanks are due to Derrick & Sheila
Sanders and the NWest Midlands Team for
organising this excellent venue.
You have all made a cracking start to the year with all
four rallies prior to this event filled. And many others
in our current programme are also showing no
vacancies. The aim must therefore be to fill all of the
others. More about this later!
As you continue to plan your 2019 movements, can I
please ask you to give your support to our Autumn
Fellowship meeting at a further new venue in Ancaster
near Grantham.
You will find fliers hereabouts
……..and Terry Cooke will be able to answer any
queries and receive your booking forms should you
not already have signed up!
My thanks to all the 2019 Rally Marshals and their
Teams and I am delighted to see that we have three
firsttime Rally Marshals offering us new opportunities
to enjoy different locations in 2019. My sincere thanks
to you all for stepping forward to support our
programme and our Fellowship.

“That the constitution be amended so that Full
Members who are not Rotarians shall be eligible for
Officer posts with the exception of the President (and
therefore VP) Secretary & Treasurer. “

Looking further ahead, it is great to see that there are
already 10 rallies on the 2020 Planner including our
AGM meeting at Frome and Autumn Fellowship
meeting at the Sussex Showground. But now is the
time for our Area reps plus our regular and potential
Rally Marshals to get their thinking caps on and
populate the 2020 calendar. We have just 7 months
before the UK bookings go live!

(This would allow for the spouses of current Full
Members, and nonRotarian Life Members, to be

And let’s try to plan further ahead, an overseas rally
perhaps, and start to fill the 2021 calendar.

THE SECOND RESOLUTION TO BE CONSIDERED
IS:
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In the 10 months since taking over as your President,
Maddy and I have attended 9 No rallies and
thoroughly enjoyed them all.
What a brilliant
Fellowship this is! We plan to join at least further 10
rallies this year so we shall hopefully be able to spend
time with you all……. in a field somewhere.

2. Vice President Bruce Wallace.
Thanked members for their ongoing support of the
Fellowship, and those who mare engaged in the
organising of our rallies, especially the major rallies.
Trying to promote the Fellowship via the RIBI District
Governors is an avenue being explored.

2. Membership & Publicity
I hope that you have seen at least some of the
advertising that Martin Williams, our PR specialist, and
Colin Bradford, our Editor, have spent many hours
putting together. It is without doubt our very best effort
in recent years to make potential members aware of
our existence. I’ll let them report the details.
But, remember, we need to be proactive and follow up
this initiative by distributing the fliers and the
magazines and by exhibiting the posters wherever
possible. You need to sell us!

Discussions with our Area Chairmen
regarding
membership, members involvement and mentoring
etc were planned for immediately after this AGM.
3. Secretary Derek Rogers
• I can confirm that the 20182019 Trustees
met, as required, with the Rallies Committee
at the Autumn Fellowship at Malvern on 14
September 2018.
• Our insurances have been renewed with
Saffron Insurance

The Areas
Can I please offer my sincere thanks for all the work
that you do to support the Fellowship. I want to assure
you all that it doesn’t go unnoticed and we are in your
debt. Thank you.

• ACCEO membership renewed.

The Exec

• The annual Fellowship Return has been
submitted
to
Rotary
International
as
required.

We are fortunate to have a very active and dedicated
Exec Team but we shall be losing some of them this
year, namely: John Holman, Treasurer;
Karen
Holman, Programme Sec;
Colin Bradford, Editor; John Walgrove, ILO;
Palmer, Committee member;
Fran Allen, Committee member.
please show your appreciation!

Ivan

So, would you

In terms of membership categories, you have voted to
level the playing field, which provides the opportunity
for more of you to join this distinguished group of
members who form our Exec.

• Our Exemption Certificates for England,
Scotland and Wales remain in force.

• Officer updates for the RI Fellowship
Directory have been submitted as required.
• GDPR. Routine followups made with fellow
Officers,
Area
Officers
and
Rally
Marshalls.The Membership Officer has
been
proactive
in
reminding
members
to
dispose of old Handbooks.
• Nominations for Officers, Trustees
and
Committee – will be covered later in the
meeting.
4. Membership Secretary Derrick Sanders

However, although our members comprise a 50/50
gender split, from this July, we are currently likely to
have only one lady, Ann, on the Exec Team! This is
hardly representative so I ask that you give serious
consideration to improving the situation by putting
forward your nominations for next year’s AGM. We
shall then require a new Secretary, a new Membership
Secretary and at least one new Committee Member.
So, please come and join us!
Finally, this is your AGM, Relax and Enjoy it! And
when I say relax, smart casual dress is all that we
expect for our evening functions here.
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• Made a specific acknowledgement to those
members who have introduced new members. Whilst
it is important to publicise the Fellowship as much as
possible, our new members predominantly come via
personal recommendation form existing members, and
this is clearly an area for which we must all focus.
• We have had 23 new couples join us this year so
far, and there were 20 couples last year – yet we are
not seeing many of these new members at our
rallies. It is important that individual members, and
the Area teams, provide ongoing support and
encouragement to our new members to get involved
and thus gain the maximum benefits form the
Fellowship.
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5. Treasurer’s John Holman.
• Noted that there had been a surplus of £1,315,
meaning that our accumulated funds at 31st
December were £22,796. The major element of this
was due to a surplus of £1455 on the Autumn
Fellowship at Malvern, which had been driven by
excellent attendance of 73 units.
• Subscriptions had dropped by 6.5% from 2018,
reflecting our dropping membership numbers.
• John encouraged all members to make use of the
Asset Register that was held by the Treasurer – there
is useful equipment available for members to use, and
this also avoids additional , duplicated expenditure.
• The 2018 Accounts were presented for Approval –
proposed by Phil Cary and seconded by John
Bumfrey. All in favour. (Details appended at the end
of these minutes.)
• John thanked auditor Mike Segon for his work. It
was proposed by Alex Swailes, seconded by Richard
Swainston that Mike remain as auditor for the
forthcoming year – approved.
• John also recommended that our Subscriptions
remain at £10 per annum. Proposed by Terry Cooke,
seconded Arthur Marrow. Approved.
6. Editor Colin Bradford.
Outlined the promotional materials had initiatives that
had been worked upon over the year.
His strong thrust to members though was that it was
up to the whole membership to ensure that these
materials are used effectively in order to recruit more
members.
7. Public Relations  Martin Williams 
submitted in his absence.

report

◦ First of all I must commend the hard work that
Colin Bradford has carried out in the past year, where
in addition to his role as Editor, he continued the
development of the trifold
leaflet ,presentation
material and now the range of poster and banners that
are available to the membership. These marketing
tools are now in place to help our drive to widen the
knowledge of our fellowship, to seek out new
members.
◦ Supporting this drive, we have been successful
in acquiring very attractive deals with the Rotary
magazine and the Inner Wheel magazine, where
across two separate issues between April and July
the
ICFR half page display advertisement is
appearing and will be read by the 40,000 recipients of
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the Rotary title and 14,000 members of Inner Wheel.
Of the 40,000 Rotary magazines,35,000 are sent to
the RIBI membership and 5,000 copies are distributed
to a range of outlets including London Heathrow
lounges, Virgin Trains 1st class & central London
hotels.
◦ In addition to the advertisements we will be
providing a promotional article on ICFR to both the
Rotary and Inner Wheel magazines, June/July issues,
for publication in the text sections. We are working
with both editors to ensure that these articles appear
close to the advertisements,to gain maximum
advantage of this great opportunity to reach out to the
wider Rotary family.
◦ Additionally and maximising on these UK based
opportunities, at the invitation from RI we have
provided a 150 worded promotional article for
inclusion in the “June Fellowship” incentive issue of
the Rotarian Magazine. Whilst there is no guarantee
that this will happen, we are very hopeful that our
article will be selected.
◦ Looking forward to the next year, we will
continue the drive to promote ICFR, wherever the
opportunity arises ,both within the now established
Rotary family market place and also in the wider
caravan and motorhome industry. Approaches will
continue to be made to the two main caravan and
motorhome clubs ( C & MH and C & C ) in the hope
that we can have a presence, not only in the site
networks but also in the regular monthly publications.
◦ There will be several areas to cover in our
continuing PR drive and I would propose that we
would benefit from having a small PR committee, so
that we are able to maximize our efforts.
◦ I would encourage all members to seize the
opportunity over the coming months to promote this
level of public relations activity within their respective
areas and would ask all Area Chairmen to support this
incentive, so that we have a plan to follow up on any
membership enquiry. We have always said that one of
our successes in attracting new members is by word
of mouth and we should continue this, knowing that
we have these additional tools to help us.

8. International Liaison Officer John Walgrove.
• I have had my usual contact with France via
Michel Chateauneuf. He is super friendly and wants
regular contact. ICFR colleagues have developed
contact in Holland whose name is Piet Gruppelaar,
and we have had a recent rally in Holland under
Marshalls Terry Higgins and Silvia Prestwich.
All
seems to be well with our Dutch friends.
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• We have two French rallies pending for 2019
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• The Rotary Convention in Hamburg  from 1st to
5th June. Rtn Ivan Palmer is running an informal rally
near to the Convention from 30th May to 6th June.
There are 13 units booked to attend.
• After the tragedy of the attacks on the two
Mosques in Christchurch New Zealand, I wrote to
ICFR member, Peter Blackman, expressing the
sincere sympathy of President Geoff and Maddy and
friends in ICFR UK.
I immediately received a
response, thanking us for our concern. It is a shame
that New Zealand is so far away!
• Debbie Conover in the United States has been
quiet, but does respond when I email her.
• David and Sharon Werrett in Canada are just
becoming unfrozen. I have not heard lately, but I am
sure they are well, and looking forward to getting out
and about in the coming months.

• Home page has been completely changed to
encourage visitors to join our fellowship.
• The about us page has also been changed to
incorporate text and graphics which closely resemble
the trifold publicity leaflet created by Colin Bradford.
• Calendars for 2020 and 2021 have been added to
assist our programme secretary with forward planning.
• There is now only one map with all the rally
locations for each year that you will be guided to when
you click on the location button on each rally page.
• The notice board has been changed to look like a
notice board, and the photo page has been deleted,
no one has sent a picture to me for about three years.
Pictures appear on the Facebook page thanks to
Gerard.

• I have not had any Australian contact. They are
probably a bit too hot. I noticed the temperature in
Alice Sorings the other day was 44C.

• The officers’ page now has glorious full colour
images of your excellent officers, some of which may
not be quite as flattering as they might be, I can
replace them if you send me a more tasteful picture.

• The excitement for 2020 is a rally in Namibia, near
South Africa. Early plans are being made. I am sure it
will be a super trip.

• There is now a help page, which I hope will help
members to get to grips with navigation and features
of our site.

• This report completes my term in office I wish my
successor luck in establishing and maintaining contact
with our friends overseas.

• Colour coding the buttons to Green for information
available, and Red for no information yet, seems to be
working now, I haven’t had a call about nothing
happens when I click on the button for ages.

9. Programme Secretary Karen Holman.
• Noted that there are further rally opportunities still
for this year– the relevant rally marshals will be
promoting their offerings with details over the course
of the weekend.
• At this year’s Autumn Fellowship the 2020 rally
programme will be approved – but we will ensure that
the provisional list is made available to all members
attending the rally in hard copy. Please note that this
considerable provisional detail already on the website
so that this should make it a more cohesive
programme with rallies linking in where possible.
• The Rally Marshall’s Guidance Notes have been
updated, and these are fully issued.
• Karen specifically thanked the RM’s who have
supported her over the last 3 years.
10. IT Secretary

submitted in his absence –

Rally booking officers have been more forthcoming
with details of the number of vacancies still available
on their rally this year, it only takes a minute for me to
update the site so don’t feel that you are burdening
me if you want to update regularly.

A few people do use the contact page to send me
messages which is by far the easiest way to get in
touch. I can forward messages to all our committee
members quite promptly.

Any suggestions as to how we could improve the site
are always welcome and I would like to thank all those
who gave me feedback and heads up for errors on the
site.

David Shaw – report
8. Officers and Executive elected for 2019/20

There have been some major changes to the website
this year.
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1. Officers and Executive for 20192020 – the
following are nominated and submitted:
President

Geoff Bell

Vice President

Bruce Wallace

Secretary

Derek Rogers

Treasurer

Ted Walmsley

Programme Secretary

Gwyn Weallans

Membership Secretary

Derrick Sanders

Editor

Bruce Liddle

International Liaison

Ivan Palmer

Immediate Past President

Gwyn Weallans

The tellers were requested to destroy the postal voting
papers that had been submitted.
10. Any other business
• The EC have approved a request from the
members of the SE EAST and SE WEST Areas to
merge.
• Autumn Fellowship at Ancaster, Sunday 22
September. Details were outlined by RM Terry Cooke,
along with offer of booking forms.
• John Sadler updated on the rally to Namibia.
• Editor Colin gave a comprehensive review of the
publicity materials available to members  with the
plea of “go use it”

Coopted members as approved by the EC:

11. Vote of thanks

PR

Martin Williams

IT Secretary

David Shaw

Committee Members:

IPP Gwyn Weallans gave a vote of thanks to all who
attended the meeting; to the RM and all of the hard
working NorthWest Area members involved in this
successful rally; and to the members of the EC for
their work and guidance.
And encouraged members to enjoy the remainder of
the rally!

Ann Hackney;
Alan Martin;
Mike Parkinson;
Richard Swainston; Gerard Turley with 1 vacancy.
12. The next AGM
(Secretary note – following the AGM and President’s
call for another members to consider becoming
Committee members, the EC have approved for Fran
Allen to fill this casual vacancy on the Committee upto
June 2020.)

Saturday, 16th May 2020 at Frome.

President thanked those members who were retiring
form Officer or Committee roles, and welcomed the
new members to the EC.

2. Announcement of Trustees  Geoff Bell; Ted
Walmsley; Derek Rogers, Gwyn Weallans

3. Confirm Honorary Members 2019/2020
Glenys and Peter Spencer from Ashbourne were
approved for the forthcoming year..
9. Voting papers.
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News and Views
Next Issue
The closing date for copy and advertisements for the next
issue is: Friday 17th April 2020

Contact:
All articles, enquiries and orders to...
Bruce Liddle, ICFR Editor
62 Hillside Road
Beeston
NOTTINGHAM NG9 3AY
Tel:

01159431251

Mob:

07709911528

Email:

bliddle@ntlworld.com
Malcolm & Maureen Dungworth

Mike & Mavis Smith
Wishing everyone a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year

Geoff & Maddy Bell

lie Williams
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W

A Very Merry Christmas &
A Happy New Year
"with lots of rallying"

Very Best Wishes for
Christmas and a Happy
Caravanning Year

Derrick & Sheila Sanders
We wish all our friends in
ICFR a Happy Christmas
and a Peaceful and Healthy
New Year
nd
n Holman a
John & Karey & Lucy
Rock
our ICFR
Wishing allenjoyable
friends an as
Christm
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My grateful thanks go to my wife Sue, John Sellers (a members of my Rotary Club) and his wife Angela Sellers
for picking up the many errors I had built into the magazine. I have no doubt there are more – no prizes for
spotting them!
Also thanks must go to Terry Lonsdale (Ex Beeston Rotarian) for his 'technical assistance'.
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SPRING FELLOWSHIP RALLY 2020
Frome Somerset

Thursday 14 May  Tuesday 19 May 2020
Frome, Somerset BA11 5ES
The ICFR team from the SW invite you to join President Geoff and Maddy Bell and your
fellow ICFR members for a memorable Spring Fellowship Rally.
We have exclusive use of the Show Field and Cheese Pavilion for our fellowships on a tried
and tested ICFR venue.
The Frome area has so much to offer and, to ensure you enjoy the rally we have arranged:
• An introductory talk about the area
• A coach trip to the historic city of Bath
• ICFR AGM
• Caterers have been employed for 4 nights food in the Cheese Pavilion
• Barn Dance to the music of “Cats Whiskers”
• Comedian, Andy Oakley
• An original version of Pig Racing
• Of course, the usual ICFR Hospitality Night, Golf and Boules competitions
• B & B available locally for noncaravaners
Mr Kipling : “ The South west team do run an exceedingly good rally”

Booking form enclosed and also available on the ICFR website.
Booking Officer :
George Horsfield , email : george.horsfield@talktalk.net

Rotary
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